
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF APPEAL OF TEE STATE OF FLORIDA 
FIRST DISTRICT 

HERNANDOCOUNTY, 

Petitioner, 

V. 

THE FLORIDA PUBLIC 
SERVICE COMMISSION, 

. Respondent. 

( F W 0 

Petitioner, ~ R N A N D O  COUNTY (“the COUNTY”), by and though its 

undersigned counsel and pursuant to Fla. R. App. P. 9.100, hereby petitions the Court 

for the entry of a Writ of Quo Warranto to be directed to Respondent, FLORIDA 

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION (“the PSC” or “the COMMISSION’). 

F 

I. BASIS FOR INVOKING JURIS DICTION 

This Court has jurisdiction to issue a Writ of Quo Warranto under Fla. Const. 

Art. V, 5 4(b)(3) and Fla. R. App. P. 9.030@)(3). This Petition is properly filed as an 

original action in this Court, as the COMMISSION, a state agency, is exercising its 

--regulatory power in excess of its statutorily-derived authority.’ As this Court has COM 
A PA 
ECR 
GCL 

RAD +Fla.2008); State ex rel. Merrill v. Gerow, 85 So. 144,145 (1920). 

- 

’Crist v. ,‘;laridCr Assh of Criminul &feme M y e r s ,  978 SG.2d 134, 138 

ssc - 
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exclusive jurisdiction to adjudicate appeals fiomthe COMMISSION, this Court is the 

proper forum to consider the instant Petition? 

The instant Petition has been timely filed. Petitions for writs of quo warranto 

are not included within Fla. R App. P. 9.1OO(c)’s thirty-day jurisdictional time limit. 

Notwithstanding that exception, the COUNTY has filed the instant petition within 

thirty days of the PSC’s amended order denying the COUNTY’S motion to dismiss. 

The facts presented by the instant petition justify relief by extraordinary writ. 

In City of Cape Coral v. GAC Utilities, Inc., the Florida Supreme Court held that 

“[alny reasonable doubt as to the lawM existence of a particular power that is being 

exercised by the [PSC] must be resolved against the exercise thereof, and the further 

exercise of the power should be arre~ted.”~ 

11. OUESTION PRESENTED 

In a “non-jurisdictional” county such as Hernando County, the PSC only 

possesses the authority to regulate water and wastewater utilities whose existing 

zCompare Northwest Fla. Water Management Dist. v. Department of 
Community Aflairs, 7 So3d 1129, 1130 @la. 1‘‘ DCA 2009) (holding original writ 
jurisdiction follows appellate jurisdiction) with Fla. Stat. 5 350.128(1) (“The 
District Court of Appeal, First District, shall, upon petition, review any other 
action of the cimmission.”) 

(Emphasis Added). 
’City of Cape Coral v. GAC Utilities, Inc., 281 So.2d 493,496 (Fla.1973) 
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facilities cross the county’s boundaries. Applicant, Skyland Utilities, LLC. 

(“Skyland”) has applied to the PSC for permission to operate an integrated water and 

wastewater utility system in Pasco and Hemando Counties. Skyland, however, does 

not actually own, control, or operate any facilities in Pasco or Hemando Counties, let 

alone any infrastructure that traverses the border between those counties. 

The Florida Supreme Court has held that the PSC should resolve all doubts 

about its jurisdiction against the exercise thereof. In light of that standard, did the 

PSC err by holding that it had jurisdiction to grant a certificate of authority to 

Skyland for the operation of a water and wastewater utility in Hemando County, even 

though no infrastructure of Skyland currently traverses any of Hemando County’s 

geographic boundaries? 

III. p STATE 

1. S cRE- RE 
REGULATORY SCHEME FOR WATERlWASTEWATER 
UTILITIES. 

The Florida Legislature established a two-tiered regulatory scheme for water 

utilities in this state by enacting the “Water and Wastewater System Regulatory Law” 

(the “Water Regulatory Act”)! 

4The Water and Wastewater System Regulatory Law, Fla. Stat. Ch. 367. 
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As the first tier, the Legislature has granted the PSC the exclusive jurisdiction 

to regulate “all utility systems whose service transverses county boundarie~.”~ The 

PSC therefore has “exclusive jurisdiction over each utility [that it regulates] with 

respect to its authority, service, and rates.”6 

The second tier consists of intra-county utility systems, which can be regulated 

either by the applicable county or the PSC. Under the Water Regulatory Act, ‘‘the 

various counties of Florida retain jurisdiction to regulate water and wastewater 

utilities providing service to customers within the boundaries of each county.’” Each 

county, however, has the option to cede its regulatory authority to the PSC by passing 

a resolution declaring that the county has voluntarily subjected itself to the Water 

Regulatory Act! Otherwise, each county “shall regulate the rates of all utilities in 

that county which would otherwise be subject to regulation by the LpSC].’’9 

’Fla. Stat. 5 367.171(7). The statute uses the word “transverse,” 
traditionally an adjective, as an active verb. For purposes of consistency, this 
petition also uses “transverse” as an active verb. 

6Fla. Stat. 5 367.011(2). 

’Hernando County v. Florida Public Service Commission, 685 So2d 48,50 
(Fla. I‘ DCA 1996). 

8Fla. Stat. 5 367.171(1). 

9Fla. Stat. 5 367.171(8). 
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2. : DI IO -!! 
0 

G 

On April 5, 1994, the Hernando County Board of County Commissioners 

enacted a resolution making the COUNTY "non-jurisdictional." In an Order dated 

June 9,1994, the PSC acknowledged the COUNTY'S rescission of its 1969 grant of 

regulatory authority to the Commission.'o 

3. T 
E 
UTILITIES' 8 A 

The COUNTY regulated only one private watedwastewater utility, Southern 

States Utilities, in 1994. Southern States Utilities, however, operated independent 

utility systems in several other counties. 

In an Order dated July 2 1, 1995, the PSC found that Southern States Utilities' 

operations constituted a single, inter-county system." On that basis, the PSC held 
~ 

that it, not the COUNTY, possessed exclusive jurisdiction to regulate Southern States 

Utilities' operations pursuant to Fla. Stat. 5 376.171.'* 

"See In Re: Request for Acknowledgment of Resolution Rescinding Florida 
Public Service Commission Jurisdiction over Private Water and Wastewater 
Utilities in Hernando County, 1994 WL 269812 (Fla. PSC 1994). 

"In Re: Southern States Utilities, Inc., 1995 WL 466804 (Fla. PSC 1995). 
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The COUNTY subsequently appealed the PSC’s order to the First District 

Court of Appeal. 

4. THISC 

In Hernando County v. Florida Public Service Commission,” this C o d  

reversed the holding of the PSC. The PSC had held that Fla. Stat. § 376.171(7) 

granted it exclusive jurisdiction over utility systems that physically provided water 

and wastewater services across county lines and utilities that operated individual 

facilities in multiple counties with a common govemance/management structure. 

This Court reversed the PSC’s order on two, alternative grounds. 

First, the Court held that the definition of the term “service,” as used in Section 

376.171(7), included only the physical provision of water and wastewater to 

cu~torners.’~ The PSC had erred when it defined “service” as also including all ofthe 

administrative services necessary for the provision of water and wastewater services. 

While the Legislature could have defined ‘‘service’’ as including the provision of 

administrative services, it did not. Since %ny reasonable doubt as to the lawful 

existence of a particular power being exercised by the [PSC] must be resolved against 

1 3 H e ~ d ~  County 11. Florida Public Service Commission, 685 So.2d 48 
(Fla. lst DCA 1996), rehearing denied (Fla. 1’‘ DCA 1997). 

14Zd at 5 1. 
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the exercise thereof,” the Court concluded that the Legislature intentionally limited 

the definition of “service” in Section 376.171(7) to limit the PSC’s jurisdiction over 

utilities operating in non-jurisdictional countie~.’~ The Court therefore held that the 

“PSC erred in finding that SSU’s existing facilities form a system. . . without making 

any findings that specific facilities [were] operationally integrated with one another 

in utility service delivery.”’6 

Alternatively, the Court held that the order had to be reversed because the PSC 

had “misinterpreted and misapplied the portion of the statute requiring a showing that 

the services provided by the facilities ‘transversed county boundaries.”’” The Court 

found that the plain meaning of “transverse” was “situated or lying across.’’18 

Accordingly, the Court held “that the requirements of [Section 376.17 1(7)] can only 

be satisfied by evidence that the facilities forming the asserted ‘system’ exist in 

contiguous counties across which the service travels.”” 

IsZd at 5 1. (Internal Quotations Omitted). 

I6Zd at 52. 

I’Zd. 

‘*Zd quoting THE AMERICAN HERITAGE COLLEGE DICTIONARY zt 1438 (Yd 

“Hernando County, 685 So.2d at 52. (Emphasis Added). 

ed. 1993). 
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B. STATE 

1. s CFO ACER I ATE 
3 WAS WA ER mll 

0 

On or about October 16, 2009, a limited liability company named Skylad 

Utilities, LLC. (“Skyland”), filed an application with the Florida PSC for a certificate 

to operate a watedwastewater utility. The utility proposed by Skyland would serve 

approximately 4,089 acres situated in northeastern Pasco County and Southeastern 

Hemando County?’ 

Skyland’s application states that the approximately 791 acres of land in the 

proposed utility’s Hemando County service area is overwhelming rural in nature?’ 

For example, all but one of the affected parcels are designated as “Rural” on the 

Future Land Use Map of Hemando County’s Comprehensive Plan?’ Likewise, 

Skyland stated in its application that Florida Power and Light did not yet have 

sufficient power souces in the proposed service are2 to run water and wastewater 

facilities?’ 

ZoAppendix at 24. 

Z‘Appendix at 24. 

ZZAppendix at 19. 

Z3Appendix at 26. 
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Due to the limited demand for watedwastewater service in the proposed service 

area, Skyland stated in its application that it planned to construct the proposed utility 

in five phases.z4 Skyland proposed to construct the first, very modest phase between 

2010 and2015.2’ 

Importantly, Skyland explicitly stated in its application it would not be 

constructing any facilities that would traverse the Pasco-Hemando County line as part 

of Phase 1. Skyland stated that “[p]hysical interconnections will occur that traverse 

county lines metween Hemando and Pasco Counties] during future phases” of 

construction?6 Furthermore, Skyland has not proposed any construction in Phase 1 

on the only two contiguous parcels in the proposed service area that abut the county 

line.27 

Skyland further admits that its plans to construct any infrastructure that will 

actually transverse the Hemando and Pasco County border are extremely speculative 

as to when and how it might occur. While Skyland states in its application that “[,]he 

[construction of 3 future phases will begin upon the completion of Phase 1 ,” it also 

24Application at 17; see also Appendix at 25. 

”Appendix at 23. 

16Appendix at 22. 

27Appendix at 24. 
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states that “no conceptual plans [have been] developed as of this time for fuw 

development phases.”28 Elsewhere in the application, Skyland admits that “Phases 

I1 through V [of the utility] have not been conceptually designed at this time . . . . ,329 

2. 3 RNANDO 0 
APPLICATION. 

The COUNTY moved to dismiss Skyland’s application. Since Skyland’s 

Application stated that the company had no actual plans to construct inikastructure 

traversing the Pascohiemando county line, the COUNTY arguedthat the PSC lacked 

subject-matter jurisdiction to consider the Application pursuant to Fla. Stat. 5 

376.171(7) and Hernando 

Skyland and the PSC’s Office of General Counsel both subsequently filed 

memoranda opposing the motion to dismiss?’ 

3. a 
After hearing oral argument on February 9, 2010, the PSC denied the 

COUNTY’S motion to dismiss in a written order dated March 1, 2010.32 

28Cornpare Appendix ai 23 with Appendix at 26. 

29Appendix at 23. 

’OAppendix at 27-37. 

3‘Appendix at 38-56. 

32Appendix at 88-96. 
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The Commission began its analysis by concedingthat the COUNTY was non- 

jurisdictional pursuant to Fla. Stat. $367.171(3). The PSC then determined that the 

aforementioned statute did not apply, as “Skyland is proposing to serve areas which 

would span both Hernando and Pasco Counties[;] [tlhus, the proposed service 

territory would transverse county b~undaries.”~~ 

The PSC then rejected the COUNTY’S argument regarding Skyland’s 

admissions that it had no plans to construct any infrastructure traversing the 

boundaries of Hernando and Pasco Counties. The Commission noted that Fla. Stat. 

8 367.021(12)’s definition of c‘utility’’ includes those “proposing construction of a 

[water/wastewater] system.” The Commission then noted that Fla. Stat. 5 

367.021( 11) defines a “system” as “facilities and land used or useful in providing 

service.” Applying the purported plain meaning of those statutory definitions, the 

PSC held it had exclusive jurisdiction to consider Skyland’s application, as Skyland 

“is proposing to construct a utility system whose service would transverse county 

boundaries, thereby causing the application to fall within our juri~diction.”~~ 

33Appendix at 93. 

34Appendix at 93. 
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The PSC interpreted this Court’s opinion in Hernando County v. Florida 

Public Service Commission as being limited to “whether [the PSC] had jurisdiction 

pursuant to [Fla. Stat. 5 367.171(7)] over a utility whose facilities were located in a 

number of non-contiguous counties throughout F10rida.I’~~ According to the PSC, this 

Court heldinHemando County only “thatjurisdiction under [Fla. Stat. 5 367.171(7)1 

cannot be exclusively founded upon evidence that the company utilizes an umbrella 

organizational structure or a central hub of management offices.”36 The PSC’s order 

made no mention of Hernando County’s holding “that the requirements of [Section 

376.17 1(7)] statute can only be satisfied by evidence that the facilities forming the 

asserted ‘system’ exist in contiguous counties across which the service  travel^."^' 

Accordingly, the PSC held that it did “not believe that Hernando County restricts the 

Commission’s jurisdiction over Skyland’s appli~ation.”~’ 

The PSC further found that the adoption of the COUNTY’S interpretation of 

Fla. Stat. $ 367.171(7) would lead to an absurd result. “We do not believe that it 

would be logical, nor legally accurate, to assert that we do not have jurisdiction to 

”Appendix at 93. 

’6Appendix at 94. 

37Hernando County, 685 So.2d at 52. 

38Appendix at 94. 
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consider the application for certification, but that we would have jurisdiction to 

subsequently regulate the system, once consummated, because it transverses county 

boundarie~.”~~ 

In an order dated March 12,2010, the PSC amended its prior order denying the 

COUNTY’S motion to dismiss!’ 

IV. 4 T NA 

The nature of the relief sought by this petition is the issuance of a writ of quo 

warranto directing the PSC to demonstrate that it acted legally in exercising its 

authority within the jurisdictional limits of the COUNTY. Ultimately, the COUNTY 

seeks a determination by the Court that the PSC does not have subject-matter 

jurisdiction to consider Skyland’s application to operate a waterlwastewater utility 

system within the COUNTY. 

’‘Appendix at 95. 

40Appendix at 97-98. 
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V. ARGUMENT 

A. THE r PL ONTEXT 0 ATER 

n OFT s-COUNTY A A R I W  ATER 
7 UTILITY SAPRE DICTI N 
T 0 ULATE T ERATIONS A 
v N OUNTY. 

While “the contemporaneous construction of a statute by the agency charged 

with its enforcement and interpretation is entitled to great weight,” courts will depart 

from the agency’s construction if its is clearly erroneous.4’ In the instant action, this 

Court must reject the PSC’s interpretation of Fla. Stat. 8 376.171(7) as it clearly 

contradicts both the plain meaning and the legislative context of the statute. 

1. : PLAINME G OF 

Fla. Stat. 5 367.171(7) states that “the [C]ommission shall have exclusive 

jurisdiction over all utility systems whose service transverses county boundaries, 

whether the counties involved are jurisdictional or nmj jurisdicticnal.” In the 

proceedings below, the PSC held that the above-quoted provkion provided it with 

jurisdiction to regulate waterlwastewater utilities that either provide service across 

county borders or propose to provide such trans-county  service^.^' The PSC’s 

41E.g., PW Ventures. Inc. v. Nichols, 533 So.2d 281,283 (Fla.1988). 

“*Appendix at 88-96. 
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construction of that provision must fail, however, because it cannot be squared with 

the text of the statute. 

The Florida Supreme Court has held that “[tlhe cardinal rule of statutory 

construction is that the courts will give a statute its plain and ordinary meaning.”” 

The PSC, however, eschewed the plain meaning of the statute and applied principles 

ofstatutory construction. The PSC looked to Fla. Stat. 4 367.021(12)’s definition of 

“utility.” The PSC held that since Fla. Stat. 5 367.021(12) defined a “utility“ as 

including “proposed’’ utilities, the traversing of county borders by water or sewer 

lines required by Fla. Stat. § 167.171 (7) may be proposed as well. Accordingly, the 

PSC, found that it had “subject matter jurisdiction to consider Skyland’s application 

under Section 367.171(7). . . [as t]he Utility is proposing to construct autility system 

whose service would transverse county boundaries.”44 

As Fla. Stat. 4 376.171(7) is clear and unambiguous, the PSC’s complex and 

convoluted construction ofthat provision must fail:’ 

43Weber v. Dobbins, 616 So.2d 956,958 (Fla. 1993). 

44Appendix at 93. 

4sE.g., Holly v. Auld, 450 So.2d 217,219 (Fla. 1984).April6,2010 
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2. C YAPPLY HER E 
3 F TATU 

Even if the PSC was correct to resort to the rules of statutory construction, it 

erred in doing so. It is a basic premise of statutory construction that a specific 

provision will trump a general provision in the same statute>6 Here, the general 

definition of ‘ktility” contained in Fla. Stat. 5 367.021(12) is trumped by the more 

specific requirement contained in Fla. Stat. 5 367.17 l(7) mandating that the service 

must transverse county boundaries as a prerequisite to the PSC obtaining exclusive 

jurisdiction. “Transverse, ” as used in the statute, is an active verb. Ifthe Legislature 

had intended that the mere proposal to cross county boundaries at some point in the 

hture was sufficient to establish PSC jurisdiction it would not have used the active 

phrase “whose service transverses” county boundaries in Fla. Stat. 5 367.171(7). 

Additional, the PSC failed to construe Fla. Stat. 9 367.171(7) inpuru materia 

with the other subsections of the statute recognizing the right of counties to self- 

govern water utilities within their boundaries. CreatiEg the two-tiered regulatory 

system is the sole reason for the statute’s existence. What the PSC terms “an absurd 

46E,g., School Board o/Palm Beach County v. Survivors Charter Schools, 
Inc., 3 So3d 1220, 1233 @la. 2009) (“principle that specific statutes covering a 
particular subject are8 will control over a statute covering the same subject in 
general terms”); Murray v. MarinerHealth. 994 So.2d 1051, 1061 (Fla. 2008) 
(“where two statutory provisions are in conflict, the specific provision controls the 
general provision“). 
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result” is actually the first principle of Fla. Stat. 8 367.171. Otherwise, the rights 

given to counties in the statute are illusory. A utility cannot avoid local jurisdiction 

by merely promising to provide cross-county service -at some undefined point in the 

future - and defeat counties fiom exercising self-governance over local ~tilities.~’ 

B. Y C  THISC 0 Y v P U L I  
S L  S- 

I C Q  P C’ D I T I  N T  
3 REGULAT THA I A  
\ Y. 

According to the PSC, Hernundo County only “held that jurisdiction under 

[Fla. Stat. 8 367.171(7)] cannot be exclusively founded upon evidence that the 

[utility] utilizes an umbrella organizational structure or a central hub of management 

offices.”@ The PSC’s interpretation of Hernundo County is simply incorrect. 

In Hernundo County, this Court overruled the PSC’s ruling - that a holding 

company’s centralized structure and provision of administrative services for multiple, 

intra-county gtilities constituted the provision of service that transverses county 

boundaries -on alternative grounds. 

47As the Florida Supreme Court has stated “A second relevant rule of 
statutory construction is that a statutory provision will not be construed in such a 
way that it renders meaningless or absurd any other statutory provision.“ iMurray, 
994 So.2d at 1061. 

48Appendi~ at 94. 
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First, this Court held that the provision of administrative services (Le. billing, 

human resources, governance, etc.) did not constitute the provision of LLservice,” 

that term is used in Section 376.171(7).49 The Legislature could have written a 

broader definition of “service,” but it did not. Accordingly, this Court held that the 

Legislature must have intentionally limited the definition of “service” in order to limit 

the PSC’s jurisdiction over utilities operating in non-jurisdictional ~ounties.~’ This 

Court then firher held that the “PSC erred in finding that [the holding company’s] 

existing facilities form a system . . . without making any findings that specific 

facilities [were] operationally integrated with one another in utility service 

deli~ery.”~’ 

As an alternative ground, this Court held that the order had to be reversed 

because the PSC had “misinterpreted and misapplied the portion of the statute 

requiring a showing that the services provided by the facilities ‘transversed county 

bo~ndaries.”’~’ The Court found that the plain meaning of ‘’transverse’’ was “situated 

49Zd at 5 1. 

’OZd ai 5 1 quoting Cidy of Cape Coral v. GAC Utilities, Znc., 28 1 So.2d 493, 
496 (Fla. 1973). 

511d at 52. 
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or lying across."s3 Accordingly, the Court held ''that the requirements of [Section 

376.171(7)] statute can only be satisfied by evidence that the facilities fo&g the 

asserted 'system' exist in contiguous counties across which the service 

The PSC simply ignored this Court's alternative holding in Hernando County 

when denying the COUNTY'S motion to dismiss. 

The Florida Supreme Court unambiguously held in Costare11 v. Florida 

Unemployment Appeals Commissionss that an administrative agency must follow the 

interpretations of statutes made by the courts of this state?6 Like trial courts, if there 

is a controlling interpretation by a district court of appeal in this state, [an 

administrative agency] must follow it. . . ."57 Accordingly, the PSC had to apply this 

Court's second holding in Hernando County. The agency did not have the option to 

ignore it. 

s31d quoting THE A~ERICAN HEKWAGE COLLEGE DICTIONARY at 1438 (3d 
ed. 1993). 

54Hernando County, 685 So.2d at 52. (Emphasis Added). 

s5Costarell v. Florida Unemployment Appeals Commission, 9 16 So.2d 778 
(Fla.2005). 

j61d at 782. 

"Id at 782, n. 2 quoting Mikolsky v. Unemployment Appeals Commission, 
721 So.2d 738,740 (Fla. 5th DCA 1998). 
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v. 4 YERFORRE IF, 

The PSC has exceeded the scope of its statutorily derived authority in 

considering Skyland’s application. There is simply no way to square the PSC’s 

interpretation ofFla. Stat. 5 367.17 l(7) with the statute’s text or this Court’s binding 

opinion in Hernundo County. This unilateral attempt by the Commission to re-write 

controlling law and alter fundamental policy violates Florida’s separation of powers 

doctrine. For this reason, the COUNTY respectfully requests this Court to issue a 

Writ of Quo Warranto declaring that Fla. Stat. § 376.171(7)’s limitations on the 

PSC’s regulatory authority in non-jurisdictional counties can only be satisfied by 

when the utility to be regulated operates existing facilities forming a system across 

which the inter-county service travels. Additionally, the COUNTY requests such 

other and further relief as this Court deems just and proper. 

(The Remainder of This Page Has Been Intentionally Left Blank.) 
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing has been 

sent by U.S. Mail to the Director, Division of the Commission Clerk and 

Administrative Services, Florida Public Service Commission, 2540 Shumard Oak 

Boulevard, Tallahassee, Florida 32399-0850, and to J.R. Kelly, Public Counsel, 

Office of Public Counsel, 1 11  West Madison Street, Room 8 12, Tallahassee, FL 

32399-1400 on this day of -$--p ,2010. 

Garth Coller (FBN 374849) 
County Attorney 
20 Main Street, Suite 462 
Brooksville, FL 34601 

Attorneys for Hemando County 
(352) 754-4122; (352) 754-4001 - Fax 

CERTIFICATE OF C O M P L M a  

I HEREBY CERTIFY that this brief complies with the font requirements of 

Rule 9.1 OO(1) Fla R. App. P. 
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-. BEFORE THE FLORIDA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

In re: Application of Skyland Utilities, LLC Docket NO. O W / W  
to operate a Water and Wastewater Utility 
in Hernando and Pasco County, Florida Filed: October 16,2009 

I 

APPLICATION FOR ORIGINAL CERTIFICATES FOR PROPOSED WATER AND 
WASTEWATER SYSTEM AND REQUEST FOR INITIAL RATES AND CHARGES 

Skyland Utilities, LLC (the "Utility"), by and through its undersigned attorney and 

pursuant to Sections 367.031 and 367.045, Florida Statutes, and Rule 25-30.033, 

Florida Administrative Code, files this application for original certificates to operate a 

water and wastewater utility in Hemando and Pasco Counties and for approval of inftiat 

rates and charges ("Appllcatbn"). The Appllcation is attached hereto. In support of the 

Application, the UtilHy states: 

1. The U t i l i s  name and address are: 

Skyland Utilities, LLC 
660 Beachland Blvd., Suite 301 

Vero Beach, FL 32963 

2. The names and addresses of the Utility's authorized representatives are: 

Ronald Edwards, Manager 
Skyland Utilities, LLC 

660 Beachland Blvd., Suite 301 
Vero Beach, FL 32883 
Phone: (5721 234-241C 

Fax: ci72) 2345059 ccw -_. 
@&- and 
GCL I 

Michael Minton 
Dean, Mead, Minton & Zwerner 

1903 South 251h street, Suite 200 
Fort Pierce, Florida 34947 

QPC' --J- 
-..__ RCP 

SSC 
SGA 

.Uw Fax: (772) 464-7877 
CLK 

.- --... Phone: (772) 464-7700 

.I. ___._ 

, , : . ,.! .. . ,  .: . . 
8 .... i. . .. .i . . . , , 
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- 3. The U t i l i  is subject to exclusive jurisdiction of the Commission because its 

Service will transverse the boundaries of Hernando and Pasco Counties, Florida. 

Section 367.171 (7), Florida Statutes. 

4. Pursuant to Rule 25-30.030(2), Florida Administrative Code, the UUlii has 

obtained from the Commission a list of names end addresses of the entities entitled to 

receive notice of the Application C'Notice List"). 

5. Within seven (7) days of filing this Application, the Utility will provide notice 

of the Application by regular mail to: (a) the governing bodies of Hernando and Pasco 

Counties, Florida; (b) the governing bodies of all municipalities within Hernando and 

Pasco Counties, Florida. stated on the Notice List; (c) the regional planning councils 

designated on the Notice List: (d) all water and wastewater utilities on the Notice List 

(e) the Office of Public Counsel; (9 the Commission's Director of the Commlssion Clerk 

and Administrative Services; (g) the appropriate regional ofices of Florida Department 

of Environmental Protection ("FDEP'); (h) the appropriate Water Management District; 

and (i) other entities stated on the Notice List. Such notice will contain all information 

required under Florida Administrative Code Rule 25-30.030(4) 

6. Within seven (7) days of fi!ing this Application, the Utility will provide a copy 

of the notice of the Application to the prospective customers of the system to be 

certificated. 

7. Within seven (7) days of filing this Application, the Utility will publish notice 

of the Application once in a newspaper of general circulation in the territory proposed to 

be served. 

APPENDIX TO PETITION FOR QUO WARRANTO 
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- 8. Within fifteen (15) days of filing this Application, the Utility will submit 

affidavits to the Commission verifying that it has provided notice of its Application, along 

with a copy of the notice and list of entities receiving the notice pursuant to Florida 

Administrative Code Rule 25-30.030. 

9. Included in the Application are all information, documents, and maps 

required by Florida Administrative Code Rule 2540.033, including facts demonstrating 

the Utility's ability to provide service, the area and facilities involved, the need for 

service in the area involved, and the existence or nonexistence of services from other 

utilities in the proposed service area. Also included in the Applicatlon are Schedules 

showing all rates, classifications, charges for service of every kind proposed by the 

Utility, and all rules, regulations and service availability policies. 

I O .  The application fee required by Section 367.145, Florida Statutes, and 

Florida Administrative Code Rule 2530.020. has been submitted to the Commission 

Clark of Administrative Services, along with the filing of this Application. 

WHEREFORE, the Utility requests that the Commission: 

a. Glant Utility's application for original certificates for a proposed water and 

b. Approve initial rates and charges for the Utility; 

c. Issue certificates of authorization for the water and wastewater system; and 

d. Grant such other relief as appropriate. 

wastewater system; 
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Respectfully submitted this 16th day of October, 2009. 

r 

Michael Minton 
Dean, Mead, Minton & Zwemer 

1903 South 25Ih Street, Suite 200 
Fort Pierce. Florida 34947 

Phone: (772)484-7700 
Fax: (772)464-7677 

Attorney for Skyland Utilities, LLC 
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To: 

APPLICATION FOR ORIGINAL CERTIFICATE 
FOR A PROPOSED OR EXISTING SYSTEM REQUESTING 

jNlTlAL RATES AND CHARGS 
(Pursuant to Section 367,045, Flodda Statutes) 

Office of Commlssion Clerk 
Florida Public Service Commission 
2540 Shumard Oak Boulevard 
Tallahassee, Florlda 32399-0850 

The undersigned hereby makes application for original certificate@) to 
operate a water and wastewater utility in Hemando and Pasco Counties. Florida, and 
submits the following information: 

PART I APPLICANT INFORMATION 
The full name (as it appears on the certificate). address and telephone number of 
the applicant: 
Skvland Utilities. LLC 
Name of utility 
17721 234-2410 1772) 234-6059 
Phone No. Fax No. 
660 Beachland Blvd.. Suite 301 
Office street address 
Vero Beach Florida 32963 
City State Zip Code 

A) 

Mailing address If different from street address 

Internet address if applicable 
The name, address and telephone number of the person to contact concerning 
this application: 
Ronald Edwards. Manaaer - Skviand Utilities. LLC 
Name Phons No. 

Street address 

w 
(772) 234-2410 

1 
Vem Beach Florida 32963 
City State Zip Code 

1 



and 

Michael Minton - Dean. Mead, Minton & Zwemer (772) 464-7700 
Name Phone No. 
1903 South 25" St.. Suite 200 
Street address 
Ft. Pierce Florida 34947 
City State Zip Code 

and 

Gerald Hartman. PE. BCEE. ASA - GAI Consultants (407) 423-8398 
Name Phone No. . 

301 E. Pine St., Suite 1020 
Street address 
0 r I a n d o Florida 32801 
City State Zip Code 

C) Indicate the organizational character of the applicant: (circle one) 

Corporation Partnership Sole Proprietorship 

Other: Limited Liabilitv Companv 

If the applicant is a corporation, indicate whether t has made an election under 
Internal Revenue Code Section 1362 to be an S Corporation: 

(Specify) 

D) 

Yes No X 

E) If the applicant is a corporation, list names, titles and addresses of corporate 
officers, directors, partners. or any other person(s)or entities owning an interest 
in the applicant's business organization. (Use additional sheet if necessary). 

The AtIDliCant is an LLC whollv owned bv Evans Utilities Companv. Inc. 
Evans Utilities is the sole member of ADDlicant. 

If the applicant 
entities owning an interest in the organization. 
necessary.) 

a corporation, list names and addresses of all persons or 
(Use additional sheet if 

F) 

Not Applicable. 

2 
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PART II NEED FOR SERVICE 

A) Exhibit A - A statement regarding the need for service in Ihe proposed 
territory, such as anticipated (or actual) development in the area. Identify any 
other utilities within the area proposed to be senred which could potentially 
provide such sewice in the area and the steps the applicant took to ascertain 
whether such other service is available. 

Exhibit J- - A statement lhat to the best of the applicant's knowledge, the 
provision of service will be consistent with the water and wastewater sections of 
the local comprehensive plan, as approved by the Department of Community 
Affairs at the time the application is filed. If the provision ofservice is inconsislenl 
with such plan, provide a statement demonstrating why granting the certificate 
would be in the public interest. 

B) 

PART 111 SYSTEM INFORMATION 

(1) Exhibit C- A statement describing the proposed type(s) of water service 
to be provided (i.e., potable, non-potable o r a .  

Exhibit A - The number of equivalent residential connections (ERCs) 
proposed to be sewed, by meter size and customer class. If development 
will be in phases, separate this information by phase. In addition, if the 
utility is in operation, provide the current number of ERCs by meter size and 
customer class. 

(3) Description of the types of customers anticipated (Le., single family, mobile 
homes, clubhouse, commercial, etc.): 

The Auulicant currentlv is prooosina to serve aeneral service. residential. 
and exemDt and non-exemut bulk service customers. 

(4) In the caseof an existing utility, provide the permit number and the date of 
approval of facilities by the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) 
or the agency designated by DEP to issue permits: 

NIA 

(2) 

3 
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(5) Indicate the design capacity of the treatment plant in terms of equivalent 
residential connections (ERCs) and gallons per day (gpd). I f  development 
will be in phases, separate this information by phase. 

155 (ERCs) 54.250 (GPD) Phase I 
255 (ERCs) 89.250 (GPD) Phase II Max 
69 (ERCs) 24,150 (GPD) Phase 111 Max 

110 (ERCs) 38.500 (GPD) Phase IV Max 
35 (ERCs) 12.250 (GPD) Phase V Max 

(6) Indicate the type of treatment: 

Water facilities for Phase I will Drovide chlorination via a hvwchlorinatorfor 
disinfection Durposes. Phases 11 through V are vet to be determined. 

(7) indicate the design capacity of the transmission and distribution lines in 
terms of ERCs and gpd. If development will be in phases, separate this 
information by phase. 

155 (ERCs) 54.250 (GPD) Phase I 
255 (ERCs) 89.250 (GPD) Phase I1 Max 
69 (ERCs) 24.150 (GPD) Phase 111 Max 

110 (ERCs) 38.500 (GPD) Phase IV Max 
35 (ERCs) 12.250 (GPD) Phase V Max 

(8) Provide the date the applicant began or plans to begin serving customers: 

Service will beain as soon as immediatelv oossible after certification and 
Elk aDDrOv al bv the Commission. 

(9) Exhibit E - Evidence, in the form of a warranty deed, that the utility 
owns the land where the watar facilities are or will be iocated. If the utility 
does not own the land, a copy of the agreement which provides for the long 
term continuous use of the land, such as a 99-year lease. The Commission 
may consider a written easement or other cost-effective alternative. 

The applicant may submit a contract for the purchase and sale of land with 
an unexecuted copy of the warranty deed provided the applicant files an 
executed and recorded copy of the deed, or executed copy of the lease, 
within thirty days after the order granting the certificate. 

4 
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Exhibit - The number of equivalent residential connectiins (ERCs) 
proposed to be served, by meter size and customer class. If development 
will be in phases, separate this information by phase. In addition, if the 
utility is in operation, provide the current number of ERCs by meter size and 
customer class. 

(2) Description of the types of customers anticipated (i.e., single family, mobile 
homes, clubhouse, commercial. etc.): 

2 
residential customers within the oroposed service area. 

(3) In the case of an existing utility, provide the permit number and the date of 
approval of facilities by the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) 
or the agency designated by DEP to issue permits: 

(4) Indicate separately the design capacity of the treatment plant and effluent 
disposal system in terms of equivalent residential connections (ERCs) and 
gallons per day (gpd). If development will be in phases, separate this 
information by phase. 

153 (ERCs) 41.310 (GPD) Phase I 
255 (ERCs) 68.850 (GPD) Phase II Max 
69 (ERCs) 18.630 (GPD) Phase 111 Max 

I10 (ERCs) 29.700 (GPD) Phase IV Max 
35 (ERCs) 9.450 (GPD) Phase V Max 

(5) Indicate the method of treatment and disposal (percolation pond, spray 
field, etc.): 

The tvDe of treatment and disoosal for Phase I will be ore-enaineered 

process with Dercoletion ponds. 

The full extent of treatment reouired for future Phases has not vet been 
determined. 

y y  

(6) Exhibit & - If the applicant doe3 not propose to use reuse as a means of 
effluent disposal, provide a statement that describes, with particularity, the 

5 
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reasons for not using reuse. 

Indicate the design capacity of the collection lines in terms of ERCs and 
GPD. If development will be in phases, separate this infonation by phase. 

(7) 

153 (ERCs) 41.310 (GPD) Phase I 
255 (ERCs) 68.850 (GPD) Phase II Max 

69 (ERCs) 18.630 (GPD) Phase 111 Max 
110 (ERCs) 29.700 (GPD) Phase IV Max 
35 (ERCs) 9,450 (GPD) Phase V Max 

(8) Provide the date the applicant began or plans to begin serving customers: 

Service will beain as soon as immediately Dossible affer certification and 
rate amroval bv the Commission. 

- Evidence, in the form of a warranty deed, that the utility owns 
the land where utility treatment facilities are or will be located. If the utiliy 
does not own the land, a copy of the agreement which provides for the long 
term continuous use of the land, such as a 99-year lease. 

The Commission may consider a written easement or other cost-effective 
alternative. The applicant may submit a contract for the purchase and sale 
of land with an unexecuted copy of the warranty deed provided the 
applicant files an executed and recorded copy of the deed, or executed 
wpy of the lease, within thirty days after the order granting the certificate. 

(9) Exhibit 

PART IV FINANCIAL AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION 

Exhibit 1 - A statement regarding the financial and technical ability of the 
applicant to provide reasonably sufficient and efficient service. 

Exhibit J - A detailed financial statement (balance sheet and income 
statement), certified if available, of the financial condition of the applicant, 
showing all assets and liabilities of every kind and character. The income 
statement shall be for the preceding calendar or fiscal year. If an applicant has 
not operated for a full year, then the income statement shall be for the lesser 
period. The financial statement shall be prepared in accordance with Rule 
25-30.1 15, Florida Administrative Code. If available, a statement of the source 
and application of funds shall also be provided. 

Exhibit -&- - A list of all entities, including affliatss, ilpon which tha app!icant is 
relying to provide funding to the utility, and an explanation of the manner and 

A) 

6) 

C) 

6 
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amount of such funding, which shall include their financial statements and any 
financial agreements with the utility. This requirement shall not apply to any 
person or entity holding less than 10 percent ownership interest in the utility. 

Exhibit L - A schedule showing the projected cost of the proposed system (or 
actual cost of the existing system) by uniform system of accounts (USOA) 
account numbers pursuant to Rule 25-30.115, F.A.C. In addition, provide the 
cepaclty of each component of the system in ERCs and gallons per day. If the 
utilitywill be built in phases, this schedule shall apply to the design capadty ofthe 
first phase only. Provide a separate exhibit for the water and sewer systems. 

E) Exhibit M - A schedule showing the projected operating expenses of the 
proposed system by USOA account numbers when 80 percent of the designed 
capacity of the system is being utilized. If the utility will be built in phases, this 
schedule shall apply to the design capacity of the first phase only. In addition, if 
the utility has been in existence for at least one year, provide actual operating 
expenses for the most recent twelve months. Provkle a separate exhibit for the 
water and sewer systems. 

Exhibit 1 - A  schedule showing the projected capital structure, including the 
methods of financing the construction and operation of the utility until the utility 
reaches 80 percent of the designed capacity of the system(s). 

E x h i b i t 2  - Acost study, including customer growth projections, which supports 
the proposed rates, miscellaneous service charges, customer deposits and 
service availability charges. A sample cost study is enclosed with the application 
package. Provide a separate cost study for the water and sewer systems. 

Exhibit N/A - If the base facility and usage rate structure (as defined in Rule 
25-30.437(6), F.A.C.) is not utilized for metered service, provide an alternative 
rate structure and a statement supporting why the alternative is appropriate. 

D) 

F) 

G )  

H) 

Exhibit N/A - If e different return on common equity other than the current 
equity leverage formula established by order of the Public Service Commission 
pursuant to Section 367.081(4), F.S. is utilized, provide cornpeten! substan!ia! 
evidence supperting the use of a different return on common equity. Information 
on the current equity leverage formula may be obtained by contacting the 
accounting section at the listed number. 

PART V ALLOWANCE FOR FUNDS USED DURING CONSTRUCTION (AFUDC) 

Please note the following: 

Utilities obtaining initial certificates pursuant to Rule 25-30.033, F.A.C.. are 
authorized to accrue AFUDC for projects found eligible pursuant to Rule 25- 

A) 

7 
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30.116(1). F.A.C. 

A discounted monthly AFUDC rate calculated in accordance with Rule 25- 
30.1 16(3), F.A.C., shall be used to insure that the annual AFUDC charged does 
not exceed authorized levels. 

The date the utility shall begin to charge the AFUDC rate shall be the date the 
certificate of authorization is issued to the utility so that such rate can apply to 
initial construction of the utility facilities. 

6)  

C) 

PART VI p 

A)  TERRITORY DESCRIPTION 

Exhibit - An accurate description, using township, range and section 
references as specified in Rule 25-30.030(2), Florida Administrative Code. If the 
water and wastewater service territories are different, provide separate 
descriptions. 

B) TERRITORY MAPS 

Exhibit _O. - One copy of an official county tax assessment map or other map 
showing township, range and section with a scale such as 1"=200'or 1"=400'on 
which the proposed territory is plotted by use of metes and bounds or quarter 
seclions and with a defined reference point of beginning. If the water and 
wastewater service territories are different, provide separate maps. 

C )  SYSTEM MAPS 

Exhibit& -One copy of detailed map(s) showing proposed lines, facilities and 
the tenitory proposed. Additionally, identify any existing lines and facilities. 
Map(s) should be of sufficient scalo and detoil to enable wrrelation with a 
description of the territory to be served. Provide separate maps for wafer and 
wasiewater systems. 

PART VI1 

A) 

NOTICE OF ACTUAL APPLICATION 

Exhibit & - An affidavit that the notice of actual application was given in 
accordance with Section 367.045(1 )(a), Florida Statutes, and Rule 25-30.030, 
Florida Adminlstratlve Code, by regular mail to the following: 

(1) the governing body of the municipality, couniy, or counties in which the 
system or the territory proposed to be sowed is located; 

8 
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(2) the privately owned water and wastewater utilities that hold a certificate 
granted by the Public Service Commission and that are located within the 
county in which the utility or the territory proposed to be served is located; 

(3) if any portion of the proposed territory is within one mile of a munty 
boundary, the utility shall notice the privately owned utilities located In the 
bordering counties and holding a certificate granted by the Commission; 

(4) the regional planning council; 

(5) the Office of Public Counsel; 

(6) the Public Service Commission's Director of the Division of the Commission 
Clerk and Adrriinistrative Services; 

the appropriate regional office of the Department of Environmental 
Protection; 

and the appropriate water management district. 

(7) 

(8) 

Copies of the Notice and a list of entities noticed shall accompany the affidavit. 

Exhibit T - An affidavit that the notice of actual application was given in 
accordance with Rule 25-30.030, Florida Administrative Code, by regular mail or 
personal delivery to each customer of the system. A copy of the notice shall 
accompany the affidavit. THIS MAY BE A LATE-FILED EXHIBIT. 

Exhibit - Immediately upon completion of publication, an affidavit that the 
notice of actual application was published once in a newspaper of general 
circulation in the territory in accordance with Rule 25-30.030, Florida 
Administrative Code. A copy of the proof of publication shall accompany the 
affidavit. p. 

THIS MAY BE A LATE-FILED EXHIBIT 

PART Vlll FILING FEE 

Indicate the filing fee enclosed with the application: 

P 1,500.00 (for water) and $ 1,500.00 (for wastewafer). 

Note: Pursuant to Rule 25-30.020, Florida Administrative Code, the amount of 
the filing fee as follows: 

9 
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PART IX 

For applications in which the utility has the capacity to sefve Up to 500 
ERC's, the filing fee shall be $750. 

For applications in which the utility has the capacity to serve from 501 to 
2.000 ERC's the filing fee shall be $1,500. 

For applications in which the utility has the capacity to serve from 2,001 
ERC's to 4,000 ERC's the filing fee shall be $2,250. 

For applications in which the utility has the capacity to serve more than 
4,000 ERC's the fillng fee shall be $3,000. 

TARIFF 

Exhibit J- - The original and two copies of water andlor wastewater tariff@) 
containing all rates, classifications, charges, rules and regulations. Sample tariffs 
are enclosed with the application package. 

10 
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PART X AFFIDAVIT 

-... 

I Re,,, L.  l h J J A R D S  (applicant) do solemnly Swear Or 
affirm that the facts stated in the foregoing application and all exhibits attached thereto 
are true and correct and that said statements of fact thereto constitutes a Complete 
statement of the matter to which it relates. 

Applicant's Signature 
BY: @& 8 F h A  2 

% h k D  1.  &WARPs 
Applicant's Name (Typed) 

ANAGEK 
Applicant's Title 

Subscribed and sworn to before me this E day of 
2007 bv % ~ ~ J A L D  L &b~&eS S who Is pe=wn to me & or 
produced Identification 

,+ month in the year of 

Type of identification Produced 

- 
Notary Public's &nature - 

>eA -7- I~RMFL . LlJ)rl%L 

ed Name of Notary Public 

'If applicant is a corporation, 
authorized by the by-law of the corporation to act for it. If applicant is a partnership or 
association. a member of the organization authorized to make such aftidavit shall 
execute same. 

he president or other officer 

11 
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EXHIBIT A 

Skyland Utilities, LLC (Skyland) proposes to provide potable and non-potable water and 

wastewater services to bulk exempt, bulk non-exempt, intensified agribusiness, 

residential and general service customers from the service territory described in this 
application within Hemando and Pasco Counties. 

Skyland's affiliate, Evans Properties, inc., (Evans) owns all of the land inside the service 

boundaries of the utility. In addition to an existing residence and shop that have a need 

for central service, Evans has plans for utilizing utility services for a variety of venlures. 

A copy of a request for service letter for existlng facilities, signed by Mr. J. Emmet 

Evans 111, VP of Evans Properties to Mr. Ron Edwards, Manager of Skyland Utilities, 

LLC, as well as a copy of a more general request forservice, signed by Mr. Ron 

Edwards, President of Evans, to the Florida Public Service Commission is provided in 

Appendix I. 

Skyland plans to expand its utility in phases to coincide with the need for utility service 

for Evans property. The most immediate need for water and wastewater services for 

Evans Is the existing residential and commercial properties, exempt and non-exempt 

bulk water, intensified agribusiness and the first phase of development. The 

requirement for utility services is planned to be completed in five phases. Please refer 
to the phased development map in Appendix 1. The map labels each section of land 

with an ID number. Phase I will encompass iD numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4. Phase Ii wil! 
encompass ID numbers 5,6, ?A, 79 and 7C. 

Skyland is proposing to establish a single water and wastewater utility system for 
Hernando and Pasco Counties. The Utility's facilities in both counties will be 
functionally related and operationally integrated. Skyland's system will be managed 

from a single centrally-located off ice. Personnel responsible for management, 

maintenance, customer service and administrative supp~rt will be !he same for both 

counties. Staffing, planning, and budgeting will be done on a svstem-wide basis rather 
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than on a countvbvcounty basis. Moreover, operating wsts will not vary matedally 
from county to county and rates will be uniform throughout Shylands's proposed service 

area. 

There is currently no central potable water or wastewater service In the service territory 

described in this application. No other utilities are within the area proposed to be 

served, and none are capable of providing the necessary level of service in the area. 

Since Skylaland's affiliate currently owns all of the land within the proposed service area, 

they will be in the best position to provide water and wastewater service in the most 
efficient and cost-effective manner. 
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Skyland Utilities (Utility) will be operating in both Hemando and Pasco Counties. 

Therefore, the discussion of consistency with the Comprehensive Growth Management 

Plan (Comprehensive PTanj will be addressed for each County separately. 

For Hemando County, Chapter 5, Policy 4.OIA(5) of the Comprehensive Plan states: 

“All future wastewater collection and treatment systems within Hemando County should 

be owned and operated by or under contract with Hemando County, the Hemando 

County Water and Sewer district, or a municipality within Hemando County.”. 

Also for Hemando County, Chapter 8, Policy 4.13A(4) of the Comprehensive Plan 

states: “With the exception of clties within Hemando County, the County will be the sole 

franchiser of water production or supply.” 

It appears from the foregoing that Hemando County is trying to inhibit private utility 

development within the County. Chapter 5, which discusses wastewater systems. 

states that the County should own all future systems. This implies that it is a goal of the 

County and they are certainly within their right to state that as a goal. Chapter 8, which 

discusses potable water systems, sends a much stronger message stating that the 

County or a city will be the sole franchiser of water production or supply. The notion 

that a County can make this type of broad pronouncement in effect stating that they are 

the only possible provider of utility sewice in unincorporated areas htis been 

adjudicated and found to be overly broad in scope. It is not the Utility’s desire to 

adjudicate this issue but rather to work with the County in insuring that the level of 
service as prescribed in the Comprehensive Plan is provided by the Utility in provision 

of water and wastewater services within its proposed service area. The proposed 
territory has a land use element designation of rural use (RUR) with one ma i l  area 

have a designation of conservation. Chapter 1, Policy l.OlB(2) of the Comprehensive 

Plan discusses the allowed land use density of the HUR land use element. Tha allowed 
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density is one dwelling unit per 10 acre tract of land. The conceptual plan of utility 

sem'ces set forth in this application is consistent with the foregoing density. 

While Hemando County's Comprehensive Plan appears to discourage private utility 

companies, the granting of a utility service area is under the jurisdiction dthe Florida 

Public Setvice Commission because Skyland provides senrice traversing county 

boundaries (F.S. 367.171 (7)). Besides the questionable ability of Hernando County to 

impede new private utilily companies from operating within the County, it is the Utility's 

intent to provide water and wastewater service within the proposed service area in a 

manner conslstent with the goals and objectives of the Comprehensive Plan. 

Chapter 10. page 9 of the Pasco County Comprehensive Plan contains Policy WAT 

2.1 -1  which prohibits expansion of potable water service for lands designated with the 

Future Land Use Element AG (Agriculture) or AGlR (Agriculture/Rural) unless the area 

is designated as a Conservation Subdivision. Chapter 2, page 37 contains Policy FLU 

2.2.4 which gives the specifics of what constitutes a Conservation Subdivision. Chapter 

10, page 18 of the Comprehensive Plan contains Policy SEW 3.2.6 regarding the 

provision of central sewer in rural areas. Basically, P a w  County is prohibiting the 

building of a central sewer system unless the area is designated as a Conservation 

Subdivision. It is the Utility's understanding that the developer will work with the County 

to receive the Conservation Subdivision designation for the applicable lands within the 

proposed service area. The land in the proposed service area has Future Land Use 

Element designations of MU, AG and AGIR. The allowed density of these designations 

is 32 units per acre, 1 unit per 10 (ten) acres and 1 unit per 5 (five) acres, respectively. 

These densities can be found in Chapter 2, Appondix A of tho Comprehensivo plan 

beginning on page 16. The conceptual plan of utility services set forth in this application 

is consistent with the foregoing density. The pertinent sections from the referenced 

Comprehensive Plans for Hernando and Pasco Counties are included in Appendix II. 
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EXHIBIT C 

Skyland plans to provide potable and non-potable water and wastewater service to 

exempt and non-exempt bulk customers, various existing structures including a 

maintenance shop and residence, intensified agribusiness, and new development 

throughout the proposed service territory, which traverses the boundaries between 

Hemando and Pasco Counties. The water will be chlorinated and will meet all Florida 

Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP) requirements for public drinking water. 

In Hernando County, Phase I utility services are planned for ID 2 that can serve the 

equivalent of developing the approximately 349 acres with an allowed density of 1 

dwelling unit per 10 acres or approximately 35 ERCs. Potable water service will be 

provided by modifying an existing well, The existing structures will continue to utilize 

on-site septic systems while the remaining 33 .ERCs’ wastewater service will be 

provided by the use of a low-pressure wastewater collection system and a 10,000 gallon 

per day (gpd) wastewater package treatment plant utilizing Extended Aeration 

(EA)/Modified Ludzack-Ettinger (MLE) treatment for nitrogen removal. In Pasco County, 

Phase I utility services for ID 1 are planned that can serve the equivalent of developing 

the approximately 122 acres with an allowed density of 1 dwelling unit per 5 acres or 

approximately 24 ERCs. Potable water service will be provided by an existing IO” well. 

Wastewater service will be provided by the use of a low-pressure wastewater collection 

system and a 7,500 gallon per day (gpd) utility owned septic tank. Pasco Counly ID 4 
utility services are planned can serve the equivalent of developing the approximately 77 
acres with a density of 1 dwalling unit per 4 acres or approximately 16 ERCs. This erea 

is designated as mixed uss and has an allowed density of 32 dweiliny units par acre but 

the intent is to treat this similar to the agriculture zoning of the other Evan’s properties in 
this filing. Wastewater service will be provided by the use of a low-pressure wastewater 
collection system and a 5.000 gallon per day (gpd) utilily owned septic tank. Pasco 

County ID 3 utility services are planned can serve the equivalent of developing the 

approximately 795 acres with a density of 1 dwelling unit per 10 acres or approximately 

80 ERCs. Wastawater treatment will be provided by a 22,500 wastewater package 

treatment plant uliliziny Extended Aeration (EA)/ModWed Ludzack-f!tinger (MLE) 
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treatment for nitrogen removal. There will be several interconnected sites throughout 

the proposed senrice area once all phases are developed to insure efficient utility 

service. The Utility’s system will be managed from one centrally located office. 

Personnel responsible for the management, maintenance, customer service. and 

administrative suppod will be the same the Utility’s operation in both counties. Staffing, 

planning, and budgeting will be done on a system-wide basis, rather than county-by- 

county. Operation costs will not vary materially from county to county and rates will be 

uniform throughout the Utility’s service area. Physical interconnections will occur thal 

traverse county lines during future phases. 
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Measurement of utility service need is typically stated a5 an equivalent residential 

connection (ERC). Exhibit D describes the number of ERCs proposed to be served by 

meter size and customer class, by utility service development phase for the water 

system. The utility service development in the proposed service area is planned to be 

in 5 phases. Exhibit D also discusses the types of customers anticipated, type of water 

treatment, the proposed facilities, and the capacity of the facilities in ERCs and gallons 

per day (gpd). 

The Utility proposes to provide potable and non-potable water and wastewater service 

to exempt and non-exempt bulk customers, various existing structures including a 

maintenance shop and several residences, intensified agribusiness, and new 

development throughout the proposed service territory which transverses the 

boundaries between Hernando and Pasco Counties. It is anticipated that all customers 

other than bulk will be served by a 5/8" x 3/4"meter. The need for Phase I utility 

services are anticipated to occur from 2010 to 2015, with 80% capacity reached in 

2015. For this filing, 2015 will be the Test Year. The future phases will begin upon the 

completion of Phase 1. It is anticipated that Phase I will have approximately 1 general 
service ERC to service an existing shop. Phases II through V have not been 

conceptually designed at this time and therefore, the E R G  and ga!lons per day shown 

are for the maximum allowable bj futurs land use element density. 
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SKYLAND UTILITIES, LLC 
COST OF SERVICE STUDY 

GENERAL 

The Utility's proposed service territory includes approximately 4,000 acres in Hemando 
and Pasco Counties, Florida. Currently, thls land is owned by the Utility's affiliate, 
Evans Properties, Inc (Evans). This land is currently zoned mostly agricultural and has 
been used primarily to grow citrus crops. The existing land use densities are from 32 
per acre to 1 per 10.0 acres. The parcel zoned 32 per acre is being treated in a similar 
fashion as the other parcels and for purposes of utility services Is being treated as if 
there is 1 unit per approximately 4 acres. This filing is based on anticipated utility 
service requirements for Phase I. Phase I is projected to encompass years 2010 to 
2015, with the 80% capacity reached, and thus a Test Year, of 2015. Evans plans to 
utilize utility services for their 4,000 acres in 5 separate phases. Measurement of utility 
service need is typically stated as an equivalent residential connection (ERC). It is 
anticipated that Phase I utilization will take place over a 6-year time horizon and will 
consist of 155 water and 153 wastewater ERCs. In the 705 acre parcel in Phase I in 
Pasco County (ID 3),  there are an existing 2 ERCs, 1 residential connection and 1 
general service connection. These existing structures will be connected to central Water 
service but will continue to use their existing on-site septic systems. Each of the 155 
ERCs will be serviced with a 38" x 3/4" meter off of a 1" service line. 

It is anticipated that the future phases will be utilized in the order indicated on the 
proposed sewice area map in Appendix I and as discussed in more detail in Exhibit A. 
There have been no conceptual plans developed as of this time for future development 
phases. Where units and/or consumption have been asslrmed in future pheses in this 
filing, the maximum permitied dwelling units have been csed without consideration of 
any restrictive issues. 

Skyland is proposing to establish a single utility system for Hernando and Pasco 
Counties that will provide potable and non-potable water and wastewater service to bulk 
exempt, bulk non-exempt, intensified agribusiness, residential and general service 
customers. The Utility's facilities in all counties will be functionally related and 
operationally integrated. Skyland's system will be managed from a single centrally- 

Application/Cost of Service Study 
GAl # A081266.00 VIII-1 063009 
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located off ice. Personnel responsible for management, maintenance, customer service 
and administrative support will be the same for both counties. Staffing, planning, and 
budgeting will be done on a system-wide basis rather than on a county-by-county basis. 
Moreover, operating costs will not vary materially from county to county and rates will be 
uniform throughout Skylands proposed service area. it is anticipated that physical 
interconnection between the counties will occur during Phase II or fII. 

Detailed discussion of the proposed facilities can be found in Exhibit D for water and 
Exhibit F for wastewater. Currently at the proposed water and wastewater facility sites 
there are not appropriate power sources from Florida Power & Light (FP&L) to tun the 
water and wastewater facilities. Initial discussions with representatives from FP&L have 
indicated that they might run the required services at their own costs. For the purposes 
of thls cost study it is assumed that FP&L will provide the necessary power 
requirements. For informational purposes only, Attachment 0 appended herein 
contains a cost estimate for running power to each water and wastewater facility site 
along with Figures 0.1, 0-2, 0-3 and 0-4, conceptual layouts of power lines for Area 
IDS 1 through 4, respectively. 

It is anticipated that each customer other than bulk customers will be metered with a 
5/8” X 3/4“ meter. The wastewater bill will be based on the water meter reading. There 
is a possibility to provide bulk water service upon certification of Skyland‘s service area 
from the Florida Public Service Commission (FPSC). Rates for bulk services will he 
negotiated on a case-by-case basis. 

POTABLE WATER SERVICE 

Customer. ERC, and Flow Proiections 

Schedule 1 provides the water customer projections for Skyland Utilities in both 
Hernando and Pasco Counties. In Hernando County, service will be provided beginning 
in 2010. A total of 56 ERCs are anticipated in the Hernando County area by year 2024. 
In Pasco County, service is anticipated to begin in 2010. A total of 386 ERCs are 
anticipated in Pasco County by 2024. I! is assumed that all of the projected customers 
will be served by 5/8” X 3/@ meters. 

ApplicationKost of Service Study 
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STATE OF FLORIDA 
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

IN RE: APPLICATION OF SKYLAND 
UTILITIES, L E .  TO OPERATB A WATER 
AND WASTEWATER UTlLITY M 
HERNANDO AND PASCO COUNTIES, 
FLORIDA. 

Case No.: 090478-WS 

Objector', HERNANDOCOUNTY ("theCOuNTy"),by~dthroughundersignedcounsel, 

hereby ~ O V C S  to dismiss the Appricarion for Original Cert@aes fbr Propsed Wafer and 

WasroWarer m e m  and Requesrfbr ImW Rates and Charges ("the Application") filed with the 

Public Service Commission by Applicant, SKYLAND UTILITIES, LLC. ("SKYLAND")I As 

groundslherefore.theCOUNTY statesthatthe Public ServiceCommissionlaoksjurisdiction togrant 

the Application. 

I. Question Presented 

I n a ' ~ o n - j u r i s d ' ~ u n t y ,  the Public Service Commissiononly posseesthe authoity 

to regulate water and wastewater utilities whose existing facilities CKSS the county's boundaries. 

SKYLAND bas applied to the Public Service Commission for petmission to operate an integrated 

Hater and wastewater utility systm in Pasco and H e m d o  Coan:ies. SKYLAND. however, d m  

not actually own, control, or operate any fscilities in Pasco or Hemando Counties, nevertheless any 

COM infrestructure that traverses the border between those counties. 

t5 
APA 

~ * % ! ! & T Y  will file its Objection to the Application of S@latd Utilities. LLC., and 
b e s t  f i r  Formal Aaininisfratiw? Hearing contemporaneously with the filing of the instan1 

RAD d o n  with the Public Service Commission. All factual allegations and legal arguments that me 
ssc -coateined in the COUNTY'S Objecfion are hereby incorporated herein by reference. 
*DM -- 
ow -_ 
CLK _._ 

- .. .. ,,;+pr,;! ?,:".!G!;j<. cy,?! 

I I 2 90 ll0V 13 S 
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The Florida Supreme Court has held that the Public Service Commission should resolve all 

doubts abut  its jurisdiction against the exercise thenof. In light of that standard, doeg the Public 

Service Commission have the poww to grant wrlifiates of authority to SKYLAND to operate a 

water and wastewater utility in Hernand0 County, even though no infrastructure of SKYLAND 

currently traverses any of Hemando County’s geographic bolmdaries? 

n. Prellmlnay Statement 

The COUNTY is aware that the argument made in this motion contradicts the Public Setvice 

Commission’s decision in ln Re: Apprrcarrnfor Cer@a&s lo Oprate a Wwer and Wastewafer 

Utflify in Duval and& Johns Counties by Intercostal Utilities, Im, 2000 WL IO92990 @la. P.S.C. 

July 1 1,2000) (“lnfermmfal Utilities”). 

The COUNTY preseats the arguments made in this motion as a good faith argument for the 

extension,modification, revised interpretation, or reversal ofexisting law or theestablishment ofnew 

law, as it applied to the matexid facts. with a reasonable expectation of success. Specifically, the 

COUNTY asks the Public Service Commissiin to either overmle the above-referenced order or to 

limit its scope. If unsuccessful, the COUNTY intends to seek similar relief in the appropiate 

appellate court. 

nI. Factmi and Procedural Backgmaael 

WhiletheApplicationssthat SKYLANDin~dseoes$bl~~baae~waterand~acwatcr 

utility in various locations in Pasm and Hemando Counties, the Application explicitly states that no 

facilities currently traverse the borders of Hemando County. In fad, the Application indicates that 

SKYLAND plans to build an entirely new system from scratch? 

‘Application, passim. All factual allegations and a s d o n s  th6t are contained in the 
.4&ication are hereby incorporeted hedn by derence. 

2oftI 
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IV. L e g n l A ~ ~ m e n t  

AS explained herein, the Public %MIX Commission lacks jurisdiction to grant the relief 

quested in SKLYAND’sA&icafion. No in- owned or controlled by SKYLAND 

currently traverses a boarder of the COUNTY. The actual existence of such intiashdue is a 

prerequisite lo the exorcise of jurisdiction by the Public Service Commission over a WaDM or 

wastewater utility situated in a non-jurisdictional county. Awdin$ly, the Public Service 

Commission lacks the necessary jurisdiction to grant SKYLANDs application. 

The COUNTY respectfully suggests that to the extent that the Public Service Commission 

held otherwise in Intmzmtd UtllMus, hat  decision was in error. That being said the COUNTY 

believes that Inremastal (Ifllfies can be distinguished via the &IS presented in the iastSnt case. 

A. All DoubtsRegrrding the Public ServiceCommhdoo’s Jurisdiction to Reguhte 

a Water and Wastewater UUUty must be Reiolved the Existence of 

JurisdietioPr. 

In Cify of- Cord v. GAC Utilities, Inc.. the Florida Supreme Court held that “[alny 

reasonabledoubtastothelawfulexistanceofa~~~arpowerthstis being exercised bytha[public 

Service Commission] must be resolved against the exercise thereof, and the further exercise ofthe 

power sholdd be mated.‘* 

’Ciw of Cape Coral v. GAC Utilities, Inc., 281 So.2d 493,496 (Fla.1973). 

3 o f l l  
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B. Ha. Stat. Ch. 367 LWtu the Jurbdiction of &e Public Service Commkrion to 

Replate Water a d  Wutewater UtiYtiw in uNonJurLdieHonal” Countk. 

The Florida Legislature established a two-tiered r e a t ~ r y  scheme for warn utilities in this 

state byemcting the “Waterand Wastewater System & g d a ~ ~ h $ ~ ( t h e . ‘ W a ~  Regulatory Act”)? 

As the fmtier. thetegialaturehnsgd the Public Service Commis~onthecxclwivejurisdjotion 

to regulate “all utility systcau, whose service transverses county boundsries.’“ The Public Service 

Commission therefore hes “exclusive jurisdiction over each utility [that it regulates] with respect to 

its authority, service, ad rates.d 

The second tier consists of intracounty utility systems, which can be regulated either by the 

applicablecounty or the Public Service Commision. Under the Water Regulatory Act, “the various 

counties of Florida retain jurisdiction to regulate water and wastewater utilities providing service to 

customers within the boundaries of each county.’” Each county, however, has the option to cede its 

regulatory authority to the Public Service Commission by passing a resolution declaring that the 

county haa voluntarily subjected itself to the Water Regulatory Act.” 0th- each county retains 

the uuthonty to regulate all water and wastewater ”utilities inthat county which would otherwise be 

subject to regulation by the [Public Service Commission].’” 

’The Water 4 Wastewater System Regulatory Law, Fla. Stat. Ch. 367. 

’Ne. Stat. 9: 367.171(7). 

6FIa. Stat. 8 367.01 I(2). 

’Hernand0 C o w  v. Flwida PFlblic&rvice Commission, 685 So.2d 48,50 @la. 1st DCA 
1996). 

‘Fla. Stat. 8 367.171(1). 

%la. Stat. 8 367.171(8). 

4 o f l l  
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Hemdo County is a non-jurisdictional county for the plnposes of the Water Re&uWrV 

Act.” 

C. The Pablic Sewke Commission OnIy porswseo Jurisdktlon to Regulrtc Water 

Travenw a County Border. 

In an Order datal June 6,1994. the Public Service Commission initiated an investigation to 

determine whethex it retained jurisdiction to regulate the operations of Southem States Utilities, a 

water and westewntcr utility then Operating in Hwnando County.” Specifically, the Public Service 

Commission decided to investigate whether Southem states Utiliiu’ operations in Hillsbomuph, 

Polk, and Hernando Counties constituted a single, inter-county utility sysm. If SO, the Public 

Service Commission would have exclusive jurisdiction to regulate Southm States utilities’ 

operations. If not, the individual counties would have regulatoryjurlsdiction. 

In an Order dated July 21.1995, the Public Service Commission found that Southern Stahs 

Utilities’ operations constituted a single, inteFcounty system.1* On that basis, the Public Service 

~ O ~ t n i s S i O n  held that it. not the COUNTY, possessod exclusive jurisdiction to regulate Southern 

States: Utilities’ operations.” 

“See In re: Request for Acknowle&ment of Remfwion Rescinding Florida Public Service 
C‘omrnission Jur&dickm Over Private Water and Wmtswdsr Utilities in Hernlindo Cooun&, 
1994 WL 269812 (Fla. P.S.C. June 9.1994). 

“See In re: Southern States Utilities. Inc. ‘s Petition for Dcclomrory Statement Rcgarditng 
Conmission Jurisdiction Over Its Water and Wmtewafer Facifities in Hillsborough and PoIk 
Counties, 1994 WL 328024 (Fla. P.S.C. June 6. 1994). 

“See In re: Investigation Into Florida Pu&lic Service Commlssion Jurisdiction Owr 
SouthernStates Utilities, Inc., ia Florida, 1995 WL 466804 (Fla. P.S.C. July 21, 1995). 

131d. 
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TheCOUNTYprwnpllyappealedthePublicServlceCanmissioa'so~~totheFirstDistriot 

c o u r l o f ~ .  

On December 12, 1996, the First District Cow of ~ p p d  reversed the Public Serviac 

Commission's determination that it held exclusive regulatory jurisdiction over Southern States 

Utilities' operations in Hemando County." The court held that the Public Service Commission's 

jurisdiction pursuant to Fla. Stat. g 367.171(7) depends upon the actual existence of operntiody 

integrated Water and/or wastewater facilities that trawxw a county boundary." ''We conclude that 

the requirements o f  this statute CM only be satisfied by evidence that the fbcilities forming the 

asserted "6ymtetu" in emt@ow comtiea a c m  which the twice  

D. The Public Service Cornmiasion Lack Jurisdiction to Consider thc AppliwHBlr 

Beeause No Water or Wastewater Facilities Currently Exlst or T n m e  

Hermado county's BOrde1'8. 

As discussed supra, SKYLAND docs not cumntly provide service in either Pas00 County 

or Hemando County. SKYLAND possesses 110 infrastrwtwe M equipment in either County. 

SKYL.AND explicitly states in the Apprcafion that it intends to build its entire utility system fmm 

scratch sometime in the future. 

Sincc the Facilities forming SKYLAND'S pmposcd system do W s & t  end do not provide 

tarvlce a e w  the burtier ofpirfo an8 Hemando Cauatles, the Public Service Commission d W  

not have jurisdiction to grant SKYLAND'S Applicutim. 

14Hermndo County v. Florida Public Sewice Commlssion, 685 So.2d 48,52 (Fla. 1" DCA 

"id nt 52. 

I6ld. (Emphasis Added) 

19%). 
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E. The Service Commbrion Must Rwwr I& Decision in Ink- 

Ulilwas. 

In Infercoasfd Utflities. the Public Service Commission consided hvo appkation.3 that 

proposed to construct tm&oounty water and wastewater system in the future. The Commission 

overruled objections by several counties that :he existence of physical infraslwclure was a 

rnrequi.de to the exsrcise ofjurisdiction by the Commission pursuant to Hernandb Comb. In 

doing so, the Public Service Commission distinguished Hernundo County as f0hv.s: 

The Commission reawned that Fla. Stat. 8 367.021(12) defines "utility" to indude 

"everyperson... e who is providing, or 

toomvide. watex or wastewater service to the puMic for compensation.'"' 

The Commission then maintained that Hernmdo County was not applicable to its 

consideration because that case did not reach the issue of whether the abtence of 

intercounty fecilities is a prerequisite to the existence of Commission jurisdiction 

pursuantto Fla. Stat. ~367.171(7). Instead, theCommissionconcludedthattbeFirst 

DCA merely held that the fact that a utility operatea within multiple CauntiCsCannOt 

give rise to Commission jurisdiction. 

Thus. thc Canmission held that it had jurisdiction to wnsider the applications 

*becaue each [app!imt] is prop3ing (0 construct a utility sym whose service 

would transverse county boundaries, thus causing the applications to fall withii our 

exclusive jurisdiction."" 

0 

"2000 WL 1092990, *20 (Fla. P.S.C. 2000). 

"fd. (Internal Quotations Omitted) 
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The COUNTY mspeotfully suggests that the public S d c e  Commission’s decision in 

hterfomf utilities must be reversed because it a r t i f i c i d l y d i ~ h e d  H e r d o  COUnty. The PkSt 

DCA actually held in Hernundo County that the Public Service Commi~on’sJuriscUction pursuant 

toFla. Stat 5 367.171~)dependsuponthe~~.laxiateoceofopcratio~llyintegratedwaterand/or 

wastewater facilities that traverse a county The opinion SpecirrCeuy ‘’conclude~d] that 

the requirements of this statute can only be satisfied by evidence that the faditlea forming (be 

a w e d  “system” exist in eontiyous counties a m 8  which the rervics 

Since the public Service Commission’s decision in Iryc*locl UtUkks is d i ~ & l y d  fatally 

undermined by the First DCA’s decision in Hernando CounQ, the Commission must reverse 

Interfocal Utifities. 

G. Even If the Public Service Commission Docs Not Revme It8 Decision in 

Intercoastal (Ili&&s, That Order Is Based Upon Facb That Are Distingaiahable 

From the Instant Facts. 

Inlnterfocaf Utifitiw,thePublic Service~~ssionconsidaedapplicationsbytwou~li~~ 

that soughtoriginal Ecnifimes to provide water and wastewater services to the residents ofNocatee, 

amaster-planned community in St. Johns County and theexmme southeast cornerofDuvd County. 

A1 the t h e  of the applications, Nocatee had already been approved as a Development of Regional 

impact (DRI) as a mixed-use development on approximately 13,323 acres. Thus, the Public Service 

Commission was not being speculative when it found that whiahevw utility was selected to service 

Nocatee, the provision of service would span hK0 adjacent counties. 

‘‘Id at 52. 

mid. (Emphasis Added) 
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_ .  . .  

Inchiseaae ,SKnAND’apmposedprovis ion~~~~~~andMlsteweterscrvices  

is Purely SpeCUhth at best. SKYLAND admits in itsA&/mtion that no planning, design, or- 

timing has been planned fix future phases?’ In fact, the traversing of county bwnQvies will not 

occur until some htwe phase.= Thus, SKYLAND’S App/icarion clearly demambatm that the 

company has no present intention of providing intcr-county service m the forseeaMe hture. 

Should the PublicServiceCommissionnotwishtoreaddnssInlcrlocal(/tlliieesat this the, 

it should find that SKYLAND’S plan for intercounty m i c e  is simply too speoulntive at this time 

to invoke the Commission’s jurisdiction under FLa Stat. 8 367.1710. 

V. PrryerForRdkf 

WHEREFORE, Objwtor, HERNANDO COUNTY, prays for the mtry of an Ordet 

dismissing SKYLAND UTILITIES’ Applicationfir Original Certifiatesfir Propapd Water and 

Wastewafer @stem and Requestfir Initial Rates and Charges, and m t i n g  such other and further 

relief as the Public Savicc Commission deeM just and proper. 

2‘Applicalim at Section I.D. 

’’Id. 
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BEFORE THB FLORIDA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

O c r O Y W -  L3s 
Docket NO. 040478-WS IN RE: Application of Skyland Utilities, LLC 

to operate a water and wastewater utility 
in b a n d o  and Pasco Counties, Florida. 

SKYLAND UTILITIES, LLC (Skyland), by and through its undersigned 

co~mel, hereby files this Response to Hemmdo County's Motion to Dismiss 

Application of Skyland Utilities, LLC, for Lack of Jurisdiction With Incorporated 

Memorandum of Law (the Motion), and would state and allege 89 follows: 

The Motion notes that, in order to grant the relief requested therein, the PSC 

would have to reverse agency action r e f l d  by a prior Commission Order.' 

Hemando County (the County) also asserts that its argument is made for the 

extension, modification, revised interpretation, or reversal of existing law! Yet, 

the County never addresses, much less wrestles with, the most fundamend 
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question presented by its Motion. Skyland is a “utility” under $367.021(12). That 

is a given. The legislature has seen fit to provide that not only existing systems 

comprise ‘‘utilities” under chapter 367, but that proposed systems meet that 

definition as well. Thus, the relief demanded by the County begs the question: 

who will regulate Skyland’s activities in Pasco and Hemando Counties if the 

County’s Motion is granted? Will the County regulate the h a n d 0  portion, and 

P~SCO County (or the Commission) regulate the Pasco portion? 2% is the exncf 

sitamtion the legislature sought to prevent and avoid in the enactmmt of 

f3367.I 710). 

The Statute 

1. Under $367.021 (12), Skyland is a utility, plain and simple. Skyland 

proposes construction of a system which will provide water or wastewater service 

to the public for compensation. Under §367.171(7), the Commission has 

“exclusive jurisdiction’’ over all ‘’utility“ systems (of which Sk$and is one) whose 

service transverses county boundaries. The County does not dispute thet Skylmd 

proposes a utility system which will fransverse the Pasco-Hemando County 

boundary. The issue presented by the County’s Motion is whether the Commission 

has jurisdiction over that utility. 

2. The inteipreWion which the County urges the Commission to adopt 

msumes at its very foundation that the legislature was incapable of setting fotth, in 

2 
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Plain and ~ ~ b i g u o u s  language, the statutory and practical result that the County 

hopes to achieve: In any County in which no utility transvem county boundaries 

as of the date of the enactment of §367.171(7), no Commission regulated utility 

may ever transverse county boundaries. If the legislature had meant to mandate 

this result, it could have Simply stated 80. Instead, the County’s torturd 

interpretation of Chapter 367 attempts to achieve an end which the legislature 

clearly never intended.’ 

3. The County’s Motion addresses the authority of the Commission to 

regulate water and wastewater utilities in a %on-jurisdictional” county. In point of 

fact, since the enactment of §367.171(7), there is no ”non-jurisdictional” couty, at 

least not in the perpetual, all-encompassing way in which the COuaty uses that 

phrase (to wit: a county in which the Commission can never. under my 

circumstancz, exercise any jurisdiction whatsoever). The Commission, under 

§367.171(7) not only has jurisdiction, it has exchive jwisdictbn, over utility 

systems whose facilities d o c  service transverses county boundaries. TO read 

Chapter 367 the way the County urges (which would require the Commission to 

ignore the definition of a “utility” set forth in §367.020(12) as not only including 

While the Motion does make a protracted argument, discussed Wu, that the First District 
Cwrt o€Ap@s ha4 iqterpreted this statute consistent with the County’s inteeprctation, it makes 
no argument, and none could be made, that it was tha intention of the legislature that 
$3€7.171(7) only apply to existing systeans traasvershg minty bod8ries at the time the statute 
was enacted, yet this is the practical effect of the County’s theory. 

3 
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existing sys- but proposed systems as well) would completely and entirely 

circumvent the dl1 of the l&slature in enacting $367.171(7). 

The Hwnando Comb Case 

4. The County’s narrow interpretation of Hernand0 Corny v. Fbtfc&i 

Public Service Comkswn, 685 S0.M 48 (Pia. 1‘ DCA 1996), and its fixation on 

a single out of context sentence there fium, misconstrues the clear holding in the 

case. 

In Hernanab County, the Commission found that certain facilities in separate 

counties were “functionally related”, thus rendering the utility jurisdictional as one 

transversing county bounderies. In that case: 

. . . the PSC relied primarily upon centralii organization out of the 
utili’s Ap0k.a office, as well as regional management, to provide 
the basis for its decision that these various fscilities constitute a single 
system pzoviding service whicb transverses county boundaries. 

Hemondo Corn&, at s. 
In what the court praised as a “well-reasoned dissent”, Chairman Deason had 

dim& with the majority decision and “logically concluded that service means 

the physical delivery of water and/or wastewater”. Id, at a. The court noted that: 

If the. legislature had intended the administrative and operational 
functions of the company to satisfy the cross-county activity 
necessary to support PSC jurisdiction, under Section 367.171(7), it 
codd have simply used the word “system” instead of also referring to 
“service”. In other words, the legislature could have provided that the 
Commission shall have exclusive juinsdiction over all utility systems 
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which transverse county boundaries, or even more expansively, which 
operate in multiple counties. 

Id, at a. 
Similarly, 85 previously discussed, the legislature could have easily and 

plainly have drafted §367.171(7) to reflect the interpretation which the County 

now seeks the Commission, ap.rtficto, to adopt. 

The H e d  court concluded that: 

The relevant inquiry when determining the existence of jurisdiction 
under §367.171(7) is the actual inter-relationship of two or more 
fkcilities providing utility services in a particular geographic area. . . 

The Court held that the conclusion that the correct focus is on the 

relationship between the particular identified facilities (rather than the general 

corporate structure of the utility) is supported by the use of the word “tranmmes” 

in the statute, which indicates legislative intent that the facilities and land forming 

a system must exist in close geographical proximity across the county boundary. 

In essence, all the court substantively found was that jurisdiction under 

§367.171(7) cannot be exclusively founded upon evidence that the company 

utilizes a umbrella organizational structure, or the central hub of management 

offices described in that particular case. 

In this case, Skyland proposes facilities and land Forming a system which 

will exist in close geographical pr6ximity across a county boundary. In this case, 

jurisdiction is not founded upcis an “umbrella organkational s t r u c ~ ” ,  a “central 

5 .  
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hub of management o f f i ~ ” ,  a “functionally related system”, nor ‘kegional 

management“. Io this cese, the Commission‘s jurisdiction is established by 

§367.171(7) by the physical delivery of water and/or wastewater (as Chairman 

Deason described in his dissent, which the court characterized as “well-reasoned”). 

Here, it is the proposed physical deIivery of water and/or wastewater by Skyland 

which invokes the jurisdiction of the Commission. Nothing in the court‘s holding 

in Hernando Corn@ changes that fact. 

The County attempts to distinguish the Commission’s decision in 

Intercoastal Utilities. However, nothing about that decision is particularly notable 

or unique as it relates to the County’s point. The fact of the matter is that the 

Commission has, over time, read §367.171(7) more expansively (as opposed to 

more narrowly) in orders not analyzed nor addressed by the Motion. For instance, 

in Order No. PSC-07-0717-FOF-W& In re: AppIication for cert@cates toprovide 

water and wastewater service at Glades County and water service in Highlanh 

County by Silver Lake Utilities, Inc., she Commission bund chat although Silver 

Lake intended ultimately to provide wastewater service in Highlands County, 

initially, it would onky be providing wastewater service in Glades County, a non- 

jurisdictional county. Nonetheless, the Commission determined that the 

jurisdiction over one service that crosses county boundaries also involves 

jurisdiction over the other service, even when the other service dws not initially 
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transverse county boundaries (Silver Lake did intend to immediately provide water 

service in both counties). Likewise, in Order No. PScO8-0540-PAA-WS, In re: 

Appricarion for ceh$&s to provide waw and wastewater service in ffmdee 

and Polk Counties by TBBT Uti&, UC, the Coxtimission found that although the 

proposed Utility system would be designed so that the developments in Polk and 

Hardee Counties would have “separate distribution, collection, and treatment 

facilities“, the proposed utility was still jurisdictional under $367.171(7) because 

its systems were to be “located relatively close to one another” and “all 

administrative, billing, col~ection, accounting, maintenance, testing, permitting, 

and finctions of every type would be housed within the same offices and utilized 

the same personnel, tools, and equipment”. There is no nuance in the case of 

Skyland, as there was in these two orders, as to the application of 6367.171(7). 

Skyland proposes fkcilities which will physically and operationally transverse 

county boundaries. 

ThePr~&a!Rcsullof the County’s T k a ~ ;  IfAdopfed 

5. The interpretation of $367.171(7), and the Hemando CouMy decision, 

urged by the County would lead to an absurd result. If the Commission determines 

it does not have jurisdiction over that portion of Skyland which lies within the 

County’s boundaries, this will not somehow cause Skyland’s proposal to magically 

disappear. If it is ultimately determined, by the County, a Court, or whatever 
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power that be, that Skyland should be allowed to establish a utility in Hemando 

County, then Skyland will construct its proposed system, and at some moment in 

time, it will become M existing system. Will that existing utility, which is 

comprised of that portion of Skyland in Hemando and the portion o f  Skyland in 

Pasw, h n  fall within the exclusive jurisdiction of the &mmission, even under 

the comfy's interpretuffon of $367.f72(7), because Skyland will be an "existing 

system" which transverses county boundaries? Absurdly, at that point, even under 

the County's argument as to the limit8 of the Commission's jurisdiction, the 

County would be divested ofjurisdiction and that jurisdiction would be returned to 

the Commission. For all practical purposes, even if the County's argument 

prevails, all it will allow &he County to do is make an decision, based on 

whatever prevailii law, as to whether Skyland will be certificated or licensed. 

This could not have been what the legislature intended. Alternatively, if the 

legislature did intend this absurd result, it could have siinply and plainly stated SO 

in the statute. 

For all the reasons set forth hemin, Skyland respectfully requests that the 

Commission deny Hemando County's Motion. 
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Re~pectfilly submitted this 23rd day of 
November, 2009, by: 
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2540 Shumard Oak Boulevard 
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20 South Broad Street 
Brooksvilie, FL 34601 

Michael Minton 
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D A m  January 28.2010 

To: 

FROM: 

Ofice of Commissim Clerk (Cole) 

ofice ofthe cieneral counsel ( ~ l a n c k e m  
Division of Economic Regulation (Brady, Simpson) 

Docket No. 090478-WS - Application for original certificates for proposed water 
and wastewatrr system, in Hemando and Pasco Counties, and nqucst for initial 
rates and charges, by Skyland Utilities, UC. 

AGENDA: 02/09/10 - Regular Agenda - Oral Argument Requested - Participation is at the 
Commission's Discretion 

14 
RE: 

COMMISSIONERS ASSIGNED: All Commissionsrs 

03: h) 

rn- m 
aam P v 

OI C) 

PREHEARING OFFICER: Skop r-x Q < 
CRITICAL DATES: None xv1 x +, 

3 g =  - SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS 

FILE NAMJt AND LOCATION S:\PSC~~~\~\0~478.RCM.DOC 

Oral kgument Requested - Issue 1 

On Ootober 16,2009. Skyland Utilities, LE, (Skyland or Utility) filed an application for 
original ceaificatca to operate a water and wtewater  utility In Hemando and P a m  Counties 
end for approval of initial rates and charges. According to thc application. the Utility propse~ to 
pmvide potable and non-potable water and wastewater services to cuslomers in Southeastem 
Hernando and noftastem Pasco Counties. The Utility asserted that the proposed 
interconnections wil l  transverse county lines. 

On Novembw 13, 2009, Hernando County (Hemando) timeh filed a protest to the 
Utility's upplication and requested a formal hearing. In its protest, Hemando argued that: the 

:1- " ' -: #>,>..I UP,, . I w:,: 
-1. . ,  '1 L.. - h .  
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Docket NO. 090478-WS 
Date: January28,ZOIO 

ploposed of the Utility will violate Hemando’s Compmhensive Plan; that the proposed 
Utility territory is wholly within the service dida of Hemando county water and SeWr 
Distriot (HCWSD), which is governed by the locally el& h r d  of County Commissioners; 
that the Utility has not demonstrsted that its currant and f\lnue wster and wastewater needs could 
not be satisfied by the HCWSD that the proposed m i c e  is not in the public interest; and that 
Skyland is not a utility which proposes to previae servics to the public for compendon as 
required by Section 367.021(13), Florida Stams (F.S.). 

Contemporaneously with its objection, on Novembsr 13,2009, H e m d o  also filed a 
Motion to D i i s s  Application of skyland Utilities, LLC, for Lack of Jurisdiction with 
hoorporated Memorandum of Law (Motion to Dismiss or Motion). In its Motion, Hemando 
assened that the Commission does not have jurisdiction to consider Skyland’s application 
pureuant to Section 367.171(7), F.S., since facilities forming Skyland’s proposed s y ~ t u n  do not 
exist end do not currently provide service a c m  the border of Pas00 and Hemando Counties. 
Hemando acknowledged that the Commission has addressed this issue in Ordsr No. PSGOD- 
1265-PCO-WS,’ but requested that tbe commission QvccIIIJo this order or l i t  its scope. 

On November 23, 2009, Skyland filed its response to Hsmando’s Motion to Dismiss, 
W n g  that Skyland is a utility as defined by Section 367.021(12), F.S., d i o h  has proposed 
the construction of a system Mi will provide water or wastewater service to thc pblic for 
compensation. Skyland asserts that the proposed service will transverse the border of Pasco and 
Hemando Counties. Further, Skyland arguedthat Section 367.171(7), F.S., clearly provih that 
the Commission has exclusive jurisdiction over all utility syshms (of which Skyland is OW) 
whose service traasversw county boundaries. Skyland notea that to read Chapter 367 the W V  
the H e d o  urges would require the Commission to ignore the definition of “utility” set forth 
in Section 367.021(12), F.S. 

For the reasons described below, the Commission should deny Hemaado’s Motion to 
Dismiss. The Commission has jurisdiction pursuant to Section 367.171(7), F.S. 

- 2 -  
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Docket NO. 090478-WS 
Date: January 28,20 I O  

- &  

m: Should Hemsndo‘s Request for Oral Argument on its Motion to Dismiss be granted? 

-: The Request for oral Argument should be denied as being untimely filed. 
However. the Commission has the disoretion to q u e s t  oral argument from the parties if it 
believes oral argument would assist the Commission in radering its decision. In such an event, 
&dkcommends that each side should be allowed 10 minutes to address the Commission on the 
matter. (Klancke) 

$trpf An.hrsig: Hemando filed its Request for Oral Argument by separate written request tiled 
19. 2010. In Its request, Hemando suggests that then are factus1 and legal issues 

specific and unique with respect to thii matter and that the Commission would benefit from oral 
argument. 

While Skyland did not file a witten request for oral argument, wunsel for S k y h d  
conveyed to staff counsel in a telephonic wnvrmation on January 19,2010, that it, too, would 
like to be able to orally address the Commission. 

Rule 25-22.0021(1), Florida Administrative Code (F.A.C.). provides that participation at 
the Commission’s Agenda Conference may be informal or by oral argument. Subsection (3) of 
the rule provides that informal participation is not permitted on dispositive motions (such n~ 
motions to dismiss), and that participation on such items is governed by Rule 25-22.022, F.A.C. 

Rule 25-0022(1). F.A.C., provides in its pertinent part: 

-entmustbasouPht bv seunratewnttenr~~~@fi led w n c d v  

exceptions to a rrcommeded d e r  are fiied. F -wt fnr 
& motion on which merit is reauestd or no later than 10 days after 

*l2um ‘ c  E Failure to timely file a response to 
the request for oral ergument waives the opportunity to object to oral argument.. I .  

(emphasis added). 

As discussed in the case background, Hemando’s Motion to Dismiss was filed on 
November 13,2009; Hemando’s Request for Oral Argument was filed over two months later. 
Staff therefore mmmends  that, pursuant to Rule 25-22.022(1), F.A.C., the Repuest for Oral 
Argument should be denied as being untimely filed. 

However, Rule 25-22.0022(7)@), F.A.C.. also provides: 

The Commission can request oral argument on any issue to be decided by a 
dispositive motion or recommended order. The listing of ihe dispositive motion 
oc mommended order on the notice of the agenda conference shall serve. as 
notica to the parties to be prepared for oral argument on di issues associated with 
the dispositive motion or recommended order on the agenda, even if a request for 
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Docket NO. 090478-WS 
Date: January 28,2010 

oral argument has not been made by a party, or if a request made by a partr 
pertains to a limited number of issues., .. 
The Commission has the discretion to request oral atgmm: Ron the prtiea if it believes 

oral argument would assist the Commission in rendering its decision. In such an event, staff 
recommends that each side should be allowed 10 minutes to address the Commission on the 
matter. 
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Daoket NO. 090478-WS 
Deb: January 28,2010 

b&9L& Should the Commission grant Hemando County’s Motion to Dismiss Application of 
S b l d  Utilities, LLC., for Lack of Iurisdiction with b-& Mmorenduar of LevR 

RcsommemQatipe : No. The Commission should deny Hemando County‘s Motion to Dismiss 
Application of Skyland Utilities, LE., for Lack of Jurisdiction with Incorporated Memorandm 
oflaw. (Klanacc) 

: A motion to dismiss raises as a question of law the su t l i h~cy  of the facts 

m2 @la 1st DCA 2000). The standard to bsz in d i s p o s i u s o n  to dismiss is 
whether, with all the allegations in the petition assumed to be true, the petition states a causa of 
action upon which relief can be granted. u. When making this detenninalion, only the petition 
can be reviewed, and all msonaMe inferences drawn From the petition must be made in favor of 
thepetitioner. vmnes v. Daw king, 624 Sa 2d 349,350 @la. 1st DCA 1993). 

-0 Countv’s Moti on tn Dismiss 

As ststad in the case background, Hemando timely filed a Motion to Dismiss Skylads 
application on the grounds that the Commission lacked subject mat~ i  jurisdiction over Skyland’s 
application In its Motion, Hemando argued that it is a non-jurisdictional county pursuant to the 
Hemsndo County Board of County Commissioned adoption of Resolution NO. 94-77 
rescinding Florida Public Service Commission iurisdiction in Hmnndo County on April 5,1994. 

alleged In a petition to stah a cause of action. J!J&&J * 754SO. 2d 198, 

Hemado% ncision of the Commission’s j&diotion was reco&ed in 
071 9-FOF-WS? 

NO. PSC-94- 

Hemando ncknowldges that Section 367.1710, F.S., affords the Commission with 
ucclusive jurisdiction over utility systems whose service transverses county boundsri~. 
Hernando Ssserts, howvw, that Section 367.171(7), F.S., does not &ord the C o d s s i o n  with 
SUbjat matter]un’sdiction over Skyland’s application beowse skyland’s uuty system does Mt 
m t l y  exist and does not ourrently provide service across the border of Pas00 and Hemando 
Counties. In support of this a s d o n ,  H d o  argued that pursuant to &I!!&D COW V. 
&&&-& si0 685 So. Zd 48 (Fla. 1st DCA 1996), the Commission does 
not have jurisdiction to regulate utilities within its geographic boundaries. Citing to &I?@& 

Hand0  alleges that jurisdiction under Scctbn 367.171(7), F.S., depends upon the 
actual existence of operationally integrated wter and/or wastewater facilities that tratuvene 
county boundaries. Since no such fscilities are present in the instant case, Hemando asserts that 
the Commission lacks the newwary jurisdiction to grant Skyland’a application. 

skyland’s Fbsmn sc 

In its response to Hemando’s Motion to Dismiss filed on November 23, m09, Skyland 
asserted that it is 8 utility as defined by Section 367.021(12), F.S., which has proposed the 
fjnstruction of a system which will provide m:er 0:: wastewater service to the public for 
compensation. Further, Skyland argued that Section 367.171(7), F.S., clearly provides thilt the 

. .  * Issued June 9, 1994, in Docke( No. 940406-WS, l 0 r o : t  f or a c l r o o w l ~ e n r  of nsol utinn rnsw&g 
Florida Pub1 ic Ssrvicc - I  Wlm r ’ ‘ e a h H ~ C o u n t Y ,  
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k k e t  NO. 090478-WS 
Date: Jawmy 28,2010 

commission has exclusive jurisdiition over all utility systetns (of which Skyland is OM) whose 
ssrvioC traasverses county boundaries. Skylud notes that to read Chapter 367 the way that 
€hnando urges would require the Commission to ignore the defiition of utility set forth in 
Section 367.021(12), F.S. 

Skyland further asserted that HcmMdo’s reliancc upon is misplaced. 
Skyland argues that Hemando’s m w  interpretation of Countv misoOnshucs the 
holdw in that case.. Skyland alleged drat the court in focused its analysis With 
respect to the determidon of jurisdiction under Section 367.171(7), F.S., upon the in*- 
relationship of particular idantibed hilities ratha than the general corporate structure of the 
utility. Skyland Arrthsr that in this case the propossd facilities and land forming s system 
will exist in close geographical proximity across a county botmdary. Moreover. Skyland 
asserted that it is the proposed physical delivery of water and/or wastbwater across county 
boundaries that invokes the Commission’s jurisdiction under Section 367.171(7), F.S.. md 
nothing in the court’s holding in Hamando k t y  changes that fact. 

Pursuant to Section 367.171(3), P.S., and order No. PSC-94-0719-FOF-WS Hemando is 
excluded from the Commission’s Jurisdiction. However, Skyland is proposing to serve mas 

would transverse county boundaries. The relevant statute to detennine whethw the Comtnkdon 
has juridiction over the Utility’s application is Section 367.1710, F.S. That section pvides: 

N o t w i t h s W i  anything in thii section to the contrary, the [Clommission shall 
have exclusive jurisdiction over all utility systems whose service transver~~ 
county boundaries, y!&ethm 0 tho * .  * ‘ o  I 

m&isdbtion& except for utility syaam thal are subjeol to, and remain subject 
to, interlocal utility agreements in efht as of ~anuary 1,1991, that create a single 
govemmwtsl authority to regulate the utility gyetcms whose service t r a n s v e r ~ ~  
county boundarias, provided that no ruch interlocal agreament shall divest 
commission jurisdiction over such systems, any portion of which provides service 
within a county that is subject to [CJommission jurisdiction under this section. 

Whioh would span both Hemando and Pss00 Counties. T ~ w ,  the proposed Suviaa tenitow 

(emphasis added). 

In Section 367.021(12), F.S., the Legislature defines “utility” as “ e v q  person, lessee, 
trustee. or recciver [except those exempted under Seaion 367.022, F.S.] owning. Operetin& 
menagin& or controlling a system, or cons t ru~~wl  . of a svstqn, who is providing, or 
pmmses to urn vid water or wastewater service to the public for compensation.“ (emphaSis 
addsd).Puaher,ction 367.021(1 I), F.S., defines a ”system’’ as “facilities and land wed 01 
usefid in pviding service.” Based on the plain meaning of the statute using the definitions 
provided by the Legislature, staff believes that the Commission has subject matter jurisdi-t‘ .I ion to 
considex Skyland’s application under Sectton 367.171(7), F.S. The Utility is proposing to 
construct a utility system whose service would iransvarsc m : y  tomdries, thereby causing the 
application to fall within the juridiction of the commission. Contrary to the interpretation 
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Dnte: Jnnunry 28,2010 

Provided by H d o ,  Scction 367.171CI). F.S., pmvides this Commission with exclusive 
jun’sdictionand authority to determino whett~er to grant the Utility’sapplidon. 

COUIIIV v. Flo@ Public 
Service Commmpg, 685 so. 2d 48 (Fla. 1st DCA 19m!f?$Hemando C!qu& the court 
sddnssed the issue of whahar the Commission hnd jurisdiction pursuant to Sectian 367.171(7), 
F.S., over a utiliy whose facilities WMC located in a number of nanoontiguous eounticS 
hu&out  Florida. The court stated that the relevant inquiry when determining the existence Of 
jurisdiction under Section 367.171(7), F.S., is whether there is an “actunl inter-rehtidp of 
two or more facilltiea providing utility services in a particular geographio m a  comparable to the 
‘service ana’ defined h Section 367.021(10), over which the PSC ordinarily b n s j d d b t i ~ ’ ’  
&L at 52. The coult Mer sf8k.d that the cotlcot foous is on the relationship between Md@ 
identified faoilities rnthcr then the general corporate structure of the utility and that this ’’is 
supported by the use of the word ‘transvorees’ in the statute, which indicnIe8 a k&hIlM intent 
that the facilities and laud forming a system must exist in close gcographiwl p x h i l y  ~CIVSS a 
county boundary.“ jd, The court chnractnized the inter-relnted~~s of operationally i-4 
facilities BS “fundional re~atednw.” The corut further specified thnt, “jurisdiction under Section 
367.171(7) csnnot be found upon evidence that the company u t i l i  nn umbrella orgaaieational 
structure, or the cenhel hub ofmanagrmcnt omces dem’bed by [the utility] in this cm.” k& In 
essence, the court held that jurisdiction under Section 367.1710, F.S., cannot be exclusively 
founded upon evidence that the company utilizcs an umbrella orgmiZatiooal strumre 01 a 
central hub of management offices. 

In the instant case, Skyland has proposed facilities and land forming a syetcm which will 
exist in close geographical proximity nuoss a county boundary. Thus, the ppd will 
result in its facilities physically crossing tho Hemrando County and Pasco County bO*f. thwebY 
placing it within the Commission’s jurisdiction punncant to Section 367.171(7), F.S. MonOv% 
because the propod system wuld constitute one system, sM docs not believe that the 
question of func t id  nlatedne.ss is M issue in this matter. lhs,  staff daa  not believe that 
H e m d o  coun& restricts the Commission’s jurisdiction over Skyland’s applicdon. 

In *port of its Motion, Hornando relies upon . .  

The Commission squarely addressed this issue in Order No. PSC-OO-1265-pcO-WS. In 
that case, the Commission considered the applioations of two utilities that sought orighd 
CeaificatC~ to provide WBOW and wastewater io a i l c v o l ~ ~ t  In Nm% Florida. 
Although no facilities existed at ths time of the submission of the aPpications, the 
service area would spnn two adjacent cmmties. Both applications were protested and Several 
Motions to Dismiss for In& of subject matter jurisdiction wen filed. In order No. PSCOO- 
1265-KO-WS, the Commission determined that pursuant to the clear and unambigwus 
language of Section 367. I71(7), F.S., using the definitions provided by the LEgidatun, it hsd 
exclusive jurisdiction over the proposed utility syste.m whose service would trnnsm county 
boundaries. Quoting order No. 22459: the Commission dimwed the legislative intent behind 
Section 367.171371, F.S. In that order, the Commission stated: 
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We do not believe that the Legislature intended .,. to perpe~te a situation where 
a utility would be subject to several regulators. On the oontrary, we believe that 
the teeidatare intended to eliminate regulatory problm chat exist h utility 
systsms provide service across political boundath end wc wbject to regulptiMI 
by hno or more q d a t o r y  agencies .... This duplicative ec~nodc nguiaIion is 
inefficient and nsultrr in potential inconsistency in the treatment of simiiarly 
situated customers .... These inef’tlciencies couM result in UIWWSWY and 
wasteful effbrts which would translate into higher rate case expense and higher 
rstcs to ewtomcrs. In~on~i~tency can occur when regulators apply different 
r a t e d h g  principles to the same system or make inconsistent detenninstions on 
the same issue. 

The Legislature chose to promote efficient. economic mgulation of multiaunty 
systems by giving the Commlssion exclusive juridiction over all utilities whose 
service CIOSW~ county bomdaries .... By concentrating exclusive jwisdic~on over 
these systems in the commission, the Legislam has m c t e d  the problem of 
redundant, wristchl. and potcntidly inconsistent regulation 

Similarly, in the instant we,  staff believes that the inteyetation of Section 367.171(7), 
F.S., urged by Hemendo would lead to an untenable and inefficient result. An inserpntation of a 
statute that wuld produce absurd results should be avoided if the language in susceptible to an 
alternative intapretation. &n -, 653 So. 2d 1030,1032 (Ha. 1995). In this c89e, 
if Ihe Commission does not have jurisdiction over the Utility’s application pursuant to Section 
367.171(7), F.S., then the Utility will be required to apply to two regUlmrY authorities. 
Hemando County and P a m  County, for separate certificates to provide service. Then, when the 
Utility begins providing service, the Commission would regdate the whole system. StafTdoes 
not believe that it would be logical, nor legally accurate, to asserl that the Commission does Oot 
have juriadiction to consider the applioation for certification, but that this Commission would 
have jurisdiction to subsequently repiate the system because it transvasee 00unty boundaries. 
Thus, stafi believes that the legislative intent behind Section 367.171(7), P.S., the lo&l 
construction of this statute, as well as mutt and Commission precedent support the wnclusion 
thet the Commission has jurisdiction to wnslder Skylend‘s applidon. 

Assuming that all ofthe allegetior!! in the applications are true and Viewing all reaaonSble 
hfetwces in favor of Hemando the application falls within the Commission’s subjd  matter 
jurisdiction. Thus, staff noommends that Hemando County’s Motion to Dismiss should bc 
denied. 
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~ R O C E E D I N G S  

* * * * *  

CAATRldMl Azu;p#BIAwo: Okay. staff, we're 

going to have to come back to Item 9. sorry. 

having difficulties. 

We're 

So let's move on to Item 3, Issue 3, please. 

And, staff, you're recognized. 

W. W K E :  Absolutely. Item 3 pertains to 

Hernando County's motion to dismiss the application of 

Skyland Utility, Inc., for lack of subject matter 

jurisdiction. 

Item 1 addresses the issue for oral 

modification -- I mean, the issue for oral arguments on 
this matter. Staff notes that oral argument is at the 

Commission's discretion. 

that the City of Brooksville has filed a motion for 

Staff would also like to note 

joinder affirming the pleadings of Hernando County. 

should the Coinmission desire to hear oral argument, the 

City of Braoksville i3 present and here to answer 

questions of the Commission. 

And 

Item 2 addresses the utility's, the -- 
Hernando County's motion to dismiss. 

Commission staff is available to answer any 

questions. 

CfuLT- ARciENxIAwo: Commissioners? 
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Cbmmissioner Stevens. 

COWIISSIOWER STEVENS: Yes, ma'am. Thank you. 

Am I on now? On? Good. Thanks. 

I agree with staff. I understand that the 

motion was filed late, but particularly in this weather, 

if some people came to see us, I think we, we ought to 

hear them. So that's where I am. 

ClUKRQW ARGJmJEIAWo: Commissioner Stevens, I 

It can't hurt to havel to hear what feel the same way. 

they have t o  say. And Commissioner Skop, Commissioner 

Klement. 

CCMMISSIO#&R 81coP: Thank you. Thank youl 

Madam Chair. And I believe brief oral argument would be 

appropriate. 

COmISSIo#EII ED=: Madam Chair, I -- 
CIIRI- m z - :  I'm sorry. Commissioner 

Edgar. 

C c m i I S s I ~  EDtXbR: I would just say I do 

agree that the staff made the right recommendation and 

right read of our rules and all of that, but I concur 

that I'd like to hear from them as long as they are here 

and have made the request. 

CWBMaN ARQENZIAWO: Commissioner Klement. 

C I C Q Q d I S S I ~ R  KLSMENT: (Inaudible. Microphone 

Off.) 
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same? okay. Well, then 

I guess we're going for oral discussion. 

MS. KLhNCRE: If it is the preference of the 

CommLssion, if it's the will of the Commission to hear 

oral arguments, staff would recommend that you limit 

oral argument to five or ten minutes per side. 

CIUf&WbU IIlcQENgIMo: I would think -- did you 
-- 

MR. WKBRTON: Madam Chairman, if I may, I 

think one -- John Wharton, Rose, Sundstrom & Bentley, on 

behalf of Skyland Utilities, LLC. I think one thing 

that it would behoove the Cammission to keep in mind is 

even though you're all here, we're sitting 

quasi-judicially in a motion hearing in an ongoing 

litigation, maybe one in which some of you won't be on 

the panel. Maybe that doesn't really affect oral 

argument because at hearing you might say you don't want 

to hear oral argument. But I have k ~ o  ore tenus motions 

I want to paire upfront about these late filings, this 

joinder and this reply to the staff Kec. 

trivial because Hernando has said right in there they're 

going to seek an interlocutory appeal. I don't think, I 

don't think I want to wait until that appeal to say, 

hey, they shouldn't have been allowed to file a response 

to the staff rec. So I would like to  make twc motions. 

. 
And it's not 
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CEBIRWM m B I A N 0 :  I think you're 

recognized to make your motions. 

m. wm: Okay. Thank you. 

First of all, Skyland would move to strike the 

reply to the staff recommendation of Hernando County. 

This motion was filed on November the 13th. The 

response was filed by Skyland on November the 23rd. The 

staff recommendation was on January the 28th. The reply 

was filed on February 2nd. 

the uniform rules or the practice of the Commission that 

allows a reply to a staff recommendation. 

easily argue it is the oral response that Hernando seeks 

to supplement here today. But I know that in all the 

years that I have practiced in front of the Commission, 

I've never seen a response to a staff recommendation 

l i k e  this. 

There is nothing in either 

One could 

It doesn't mean you guys haven't seen them. 

And, again, it is not a trivial matter because 

Hernando has indicated in their motion they're going to 

seek an interlocutory appeal if the staff recommendation 

is accepted. 

staff recommendation. 

I move to strike Hernando's reply to the 

CSiAIRMnN ARQENBWO: Commissioners? 

Commissioner Klement. 

CO&mrSSIoImR KLWEblT: May I just ask for 

clarification, who is the witness and who does he 
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represent? 

MR. -TON: My name is John Wharton, Rose, 

Sundstrom & Bentley here in town, and I'm the attorney 

for Skyland Utilities, for the applicant. 
-8SIONER -: Thank you. 

~ I S S I O R E R  STEVENS: I'm sorry. Last name? 

m. -: Wharton. 

C m W A N  - E m :  Staff? 

MS. KLMICRE: I don't think, although the 

reaponse to staff's recommendation may constitute 

superfluous pleadings, I don't think there's anything in 

the rules -- the rules don't contemplate prohibiting the 

Commission from considering them. So I think it's at 

the Commission's discretion whether or not to strike. 

CtiAILWAN maIAWO: Commissioners? 

Conunissioner Skop, then Commissioner Edgar. 

CC~WISSIONER SKOP: Thank you, Madam Chair. 

I appreciate Hernando County's reply. If it's 

a procedural is3us that is gob9 to result in protracted 

litigation, perhaps granting the motion to strike would 

be appropriate to the extent that it just simplifies the 

case before us. I'd just leave it at that and move 

forward. 

MS. KLMCRE: I think hnfore we go forward 

with anything though we should afford Hernando County, 
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who filed the pleading -- 
c w  ARQwgIANO: An opportunity to -- 

absolutely. Commissioner Edgar first. 

CUU4ISSIONER EDCZRR: Thank you, Madam Chair. 

I just wanted to ask a procedural question. 

Realizing that a motion has been made orally to us as a 

body this morning, and I do agree with hearing from both 

sides before we act, but procedurally I would -- is that 
something that should be dealt with by a vote of the 

Commission or is it something that is within the 

decision of the Chairman sitting basically as our 

administrative officer? 

CHAIEWW ARGENEIAUO: Whether -- you mean to 
accept the motion? 

aoWaS8~OIuER EDCULR: To rule on the motion. 

CRAIEMM ARGEiUiWANO: To rule on the motion. 

To rule -- 
C C I O Q Q S S I ~  -: 

C f m X m  BiR@ZNZzAWo: Right. Right. Well, I, 

To accept and/or rule. 

I have no problem letting the Commission, the full 

Commission decide what they want to do. Either Way, 

whatever you prefer. 

way to go is fine with me. 

Whatever is procedurally the right 

CcaqrSSIOmR BIDDCMR: And that's my question is 

what is the way procedurally? How do we generally deal 
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with that? I man, I think I remember some similar 

instances in the past and having them dealt with, and I 

don't feel strongly one way or the other, other than I 

think parties coming before us should, should know how 

we're going to deal with those sorts of issues. 

MS. IIZLTON: I think that if the motion had 

been filed in writing instead of being made as an ore 

tenus motion here today, that it would have been 

something that the Prehearing Officer who was assigned 

to the case could have dealt with if there had been, if 

time had allowed. But obviously that's not the posture 

that we are in today. 

discretion of the Chairman to rule as the chief 

administrative officer, or if she wants to defer to the 

full panel, that certainly has been done and is 

appropriate here. 

So I think it would be within the 

m. WfaRrOW: And if I may, Madam Chairman, 

Commissioner Skop is right, 

belabored. The uniforn rules clearly 3tate that a 

motion may be made in writing or on the record at a 

hearing. 

The point should not be 

The only other point I want to make, if you're 

going to decide to move on it or dispose of it, is I 

would move to strike the city's joinder. 

got is  a single piece of paper looking back two months 

What you've 
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saying that's my motion, that's my filing, that's my 

argument, but now I'm going to be looking at a whole 

separate brief at the court of appeal. 

motion is well taken or not, I want to make it for the 

record. I also want to move to strike the city's 

joinder which wa8 just filed in the last few weeks. 

Those are my two motions. 

So whether that 

CHAIRWW ARGEN8IMK): Okay. Commissioners, 

any discussion? We have two motions, a motion to 

strike, and then to, if we move forward, to remove the 

city's joinder, 

Commissioner Skop. 

C O W Z T B B I ~  SKOP: Thank you, Madam Chair. 

Just a procedural question to our  General 

Counsel. With respect to the, Mr. Wharton's point about 

joinder, where would we as a Commission revisit that 

request? 

it here, would i t  be a denial without prejudice and they 

could r e f i l e  it if ws went iDtc an evidentiary hearing 

to join? 

bit. 

Would it be filed as a, as a -- if we denied 

Or if you could elaborate on that a little 

MS. HELTObl: Could I confer? 

(Pause. 1 

It's my understanding that the City of 

Brooksville has already intervened and been granted 
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intervention in this casg. 

whether they're a party or not. 

so it's not a question of 

They are a party. 

AS I understand what they filed with respect 

to joining in on the motion to dismiss, it's simply a 

notice of joinder. It's not something that you would 

rule on per se. 

world notice that they support Hernando County's 

arguments that if it's your will and within your 

discretion, you could allow them to share Hernando 

County's time with respect to the oral argument and be 

heard with respect to the oral argument. And it's also 

I guess letting the court, in case there Is actually an 

interlocutory appeal, letting the court know that they 

support Hernando County's arguments. 

It's just giving you notice and the 

So as far as the process goes, it's really 

within your discretion whether you want to hear from the 

City of Brooksville as well. 

that if you designate time per side, that Brooksville 

share its cine with Heraando County .  

I would recommend though 

MR. Madam Chairman, my apologies. 

Derrill McAteer, Hogan Law Firm, for the City of 

Brooksville. 

Just to concur with what counsel stated, it is 

a simple notice of joinder endorsing and supporting 

Hernando County's motion to dismiss for lack of 
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jurisdiction. 

Hernando County's oral argument time. 

has questions of the C i t y  of Brooksville regarding this 

case, I'm here.to respond, I'm here to support the 

county and, in their pleadings and in their arguments. 

But I defer the argument to Mr. Kirk of Hernando County. 

It is his motion. I don't want to take time away from 

him or split time that he may need to make his argument 

or to counter arguments made by the other side. 

It is not our intent to take away any of 

If the Commission 

CmUmdAu AR@€aWImO: Okay. So then you're 

here if we have questions, if there are questions. 

IdR. MCATEIRZ: Exactly. I'm here if you need 

to talk to me. 

CRalDMN ARGSNEWO: Okay. Commissioners, 

any, any questions? I'll put it before the whole 

Commission. 

I have no problem with, with moving forward and giving 

ten minutes to each side. 

What is the pleasure of the Commissioners? 

Is that okay? All right. Let's, let's move 

forward with ten minutes for each side. Is that too 

much? 

168. KSANCKE: I think at this time perhaps we 

should make a ruling on the ore tenus motions to strike 

C W A I M  ARGEWIAWO: Oh, I'm sorry. 

Absolutely. 
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MS. IcLIIlocI(E: For -- the reply of Hernando 
County was the first ore tenus motion to strike, and he 

also moved to strike the City of Brooksville's joinder, 

which was filed on February 3rd. 

cIw€lM€iN ARQEWZUEK): Okay. Commissioners, do 

So perhaps we can -- 

I have a motion on the, on the -- 
w1. WRARW: With that clarification of what 

the joinder is I'll withdraw that motion. 

CH?iIRMM ARQSN&TiWO: Okay. So the second 

motion is withdrawn. The first motion is on the table. 

And do I have a -- go ahead, Commissioner Skop. 
COWUBSSONER SXOP: Thank you, Madam Chair. 

And thank you, Mr. Wharton, because my, my motion would 

have been styled to approve the first motion to strike 

but deny the second, but only one is relevant. So I'd 

move to grant the motion to strike the reply by Hernando 

County. 

C~SMISSLONER STSVSNS: Second. 

c W W  ARG?A?ZIWO: Okay. All in favor, 

aye. 

(Simultaneous vote. ) 

All opposed. Okay. We can move forward. 

Thank you. 

m. XIRK: Good morning and birthday 

greetings. Jeff Kirk on hehalf of Hernalido County, 6 
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political subdivision of the State of Florida, on behalf 

of the Hsrnando County Water and Sewer District and on 

behalf of the Hernando County Utility Regulatory Agency. 

The precise issue upon which Hernando County 

has moved to dismiss is an interpretation of Section 

367.171. 

Skyland Utilities does not have any physical pipes, 

water or wastewater across Hernando or Pasco County 

boundaries that this Commission respectfully lacks 

jurisdiction, and we would humbly request that the 

Public Service Commission grant Hernando County's motion 

to dismiss. 

It is Hernando County's position that because 

Our reliances upon reading chapter -- 
fundamental principles of statutory interpretation that 

a statute should be given the plain meaning. Secondly, 

that's where you have a general statute and a spacific 

statute, the specific statute governs. And, third, 

statutes and their subsections shocld be read in pari 

materia, i.s., that they should be read in harmcny with 

each other. 

Section 367.171, the Legislature does a 

balancing. They say local governments, county 

governments that wish to regulate water and wastewater 

utilities by resolution can opt out of regulation and 

they get to regulate utilities within their county's 
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jurisdiction. 

exception, and that is if a utility, you have two 

contiguous counties and you have a utility providing 

service to both counties, then they've said the PSC has 

jurisdiction. And that makes sense because if the 

PSC -- you have common utility, comon infrastructure, 

water going back and forth between counties, you should 

have common rates, and the PSC is, has an ability to 

govern rates. 

The Legislature has also carved out an 

We disagree with staff's memorandum for two 

reasons. One, we believe that they have put the general 

definition of utility ahead of the more specific 

requirements set forth in 367.171(7). 

that you have a utility whose services transverse county 

lines. Service and the word transverse modifies the 

word utility. 

because the definition of utility includes proposed 

infrastructure, it's sufficient to have future or 

proposed infrastructure in order tc acquire 

jurisdiction. 

misses the fundamental principles Of statutory 

interpretation. 

And that says 

And what staff is saying it's sufficient, 

We would respectfully submit that this 

Secondly, we believe the controlling case in 

this matter is an old, is a 1st District Court of Appeal 

case, Hernando County ver8us Public Service C o m i s ~ f o n .  
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In that case -- and that is at 685 s0.2d 48, and it’s a 

1st District Court of Appeal. It’s the only case that 

has, only appellate decision that has actually defined 

the words, that phrase, service that transverses county 

lines. And the court goes in great detail looking both 

at what the Perm service means and what the term 

transverses means. 

In that case, the court -- and that’s at Page 
51 -- the Court goes on to note that Chairman Deason, 

and Chairman Deason was a former Chairman of the PSC who 

wrote a dissenting opinion at the PSC level, and the 1st 

DCA goes on to say that, “Chairmen Deason logically, 

logically conferred that service meant the physical 

delivery of water, waste and/or wastewater,” physical 

delivery. 

And the court goes on to note that looking 

through Chapter 361 there was over 40 references to the 

term of service, and the court concluded that that 

connotated a physical delivery os I S B r V l C O .  

NOW one thing very interesting about that 

case, in that case the PSC held that because you had a 

utility operating in multiple counties, it was Hernando 

and a few other counties, and you had administrative 

offices in one County and billing officas and 

administrative services and utility services, that it 
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was a functionally related utility. 

nor that's not enough. You have to have more. And in 

defining the term service and defining the term 

transverse they concluded that you have to have an 

existing physical utility in order to invoke, in order 

to usurp the ability of local government, county 

government, in order for the PSC to usurp the local 

sovereignty you had to have a physical connection. 

And the court says, 

And in fact the 1st District said, "We 

conclude that the requirements of the statute can only 

be satisfied by evidence that the facilities performing 

their asserted system exist in contiguous counties 

across which the service travels." And I ' m  citing to 

Page 52 of the opinion. 

Interesting about that case is on below the 

Public Service Commission exerted jurisdiction over the 

existing facilities of seven state utilities, but 

expressly, expressly declined to exercise jurisdiction 

over future acquired facilities. 

Here staff is relying upon future acquired 

Looking within the facilities of Skyland Utilities. 

four corners of the application of Skylend Utilities, 

Skyland says, "We anticipate having 155 ERC connections 

over the Phase I planning period," which is 

approximately 2010 to 2015. Skyland goes on to note 
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that "We have not conceptually designed the future 

phases of this system." 

application. 

And this is Exhibit D to the 

In Exhibit C of the application Skyland says, 

"Physical connection between the counties will Occur 

with some future phase," but they don't identify the 

phase or how it would occur. 

speculative at best, and we would suggest humbly to this 

Commission that if this Commission wanted to rule on 

this matter very narrowly, that it could do so because 

of the very speculative nature of what they are 

proposing 8nd how they are proposing to transverse 

county lines. 

It is extremely 

There's a second fundamental principle of 

statutory interpretation, and we would first -- Well, 
going back to the plain meaning, we would suggest humbly 

to this Commission that the ruling in Hernando County 

versus P u b l i c  Service Comuissicm is equally applicable 

to the €acts, to t h e  unique facts present here and is 

the controlling precedent upon which should be guiding 

this body. 

A second principle of statutory interpretation 

is that a specific statute would govern over a general. 

Kere the general statute is a definition of utility, 

which includes proposed utilities. However, the more 
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specific statute is 3 6 7 . 1 7 1 ( 7 ) ,  which says that, it 

says, "A utility," and then it goes on to say, "which 

service transverses, which service transverses," the 

active verb modifies the utility. 

reasoned in Ifernando County versus Public Service 

Commission, this means something more than just 

something future, proposed, speculative or conjecture. 

And as the Court 

The third principle of statutory 

interpretation we'd like this Commission to focus on is 

the principle of reading statutes in pari materia. The 

subsections dealing with a local government, a county 

government's ability to regulate within its boundaries 

is balanced with the, with the Legislature's grant of 

authority to the Public Service Cornmission when you have 

utilities across county boundaries. 

We would humbly ask, Hernando County would 

humbly ask this Commission to respect Hernando County's 

sovereignty until such time as Skyland actually has 

physiciil connections to Pasco County, Sumter county, 

Citrus County or one of the other adjoining counties to 

Hernando. At this time everything that Skyland is is 

proposed. It's proposed, it's on paper, it's not built, 

and they don't even have it designed when they're going, 

designed or conceptualized as to when they're going to 

cross county lines. 
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There is ample -- and in terms of the specific 
governing over the general I cite to two cases, School 

Boa& of P a l m  Beach County versus Survivors Charter 

School, 3 90.3d 1220, Florida Supreme court 2009, and 

Murray versus Mariner Health, 994 so.Zd at Page 1051, 

Florida Supreme Court 2008, where they say, where the 

court quotes, "Where two statutory provisions are in 

conflict, the specific provisions control over the 

general provisions." 

We believe the basic principles of statutory 

construction and the reasoned holding, and we believe 

the PSC staff does not properly apply the holding. 

gave a very narrow interpretation of the holding in the 

case of Hernando versus Public Service Commission, but 

we submit that that case is equally applicable here. 

Previously you had a syster that was being 

They 

tied together by functional but not, not physical 

components. 

by future acquired facillt-ies not yet built or 

conceptualized or designed. 

Here you have a system being tied together 

We would ask humbly, Hernando County would 

humbly ask that you would, you would grant our motion to 

dismiss only as to Hernando County. I believe Pasco 

County is a jurisdictional county. And if you grant 

Hernando County's motion, thac would riot affect, I 
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believe, the PSCls jurisdiction involving Pasco County. 

We would ask that you grant it as a matter Of 

law and alternatively based upon the specific facts Of 

this case, upon the very highly speculative, conjectural 

and illusory nature of what this specific utility, and 

staying within the four corners of the application as 

filed. I humbly thank the Commission for its time. 

CtihIIWM AlWBN%UWO: Thank you. Thank you 

very much. 

so we'll do the same for the -- Mr. Wharton, do you want 
And just a little bit over the ten minutes, 

to begin? 

m. WWWPON: Thank you. First of all, 

CoMnissioners, I don't consider the bowls of candy to be 

a positive step forward. 

CmuWAN ARmNn-0: I haven't seen you eat 

any yet, so. 

m, WRARZQN: I, I do think that the 

Commission should consider the statutory construction 

and its role in the statutory construction. I think 

what it's important for the Commission to remember is 

that your interpretation of Chapter 361 and all the 

statutes that enable you, including 367.171(7) here, is 

entitled to great weight. And I also think while there 

are maybe hundreds of cases saying this about the higher 

courts, maybe there are none about you, it's true 
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nonetheless. When you think of that responsibility that 

our interpretation is entitled to great weight, YO0 need 

to think about the fact that prior Commissions have 

looked at this exact statute, this unchanged Statute, 

and interpreted it the way that the staff recommendation 

doea. And everyone on this side of these ropes needs to 

be able to depend on that kind of consistency. 

nothing new in the statute. 

time . 

There's 

It's been around a long 

Another principle of statutory construction 

that I think it's important that you keep in mind is -- 
and that you really have the latitude to do as you're 

interpreting these statutes, and that interpretation is 

entitled to great weight, is to avoid an absurd result 

or an untenable or undesirable result. 

Basically what Hernando County is asking you 

to do would lead to one of two scenarios. skyland 

proposes to operate in Pasco and Hernando Counties. The 

counsel for Hernando County saia, w e i i ,  if It's a common 

utility with common infrastructure and common rates, we 

understand why you would regulate it. 

Well, imagine what might come out of this. If 

you've got a utility that is on Evan's property in 

Hernando and a utility that is on Evan's property in 

Pasco and you are attempting to avoid that scenario, ZIO 
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common infrastructure, no common billing, no -- one 
water plant in PascO, one in Hernando, one sewer plant 

in Pasco, one in Hernando, that's no way to run a 

utility. 

(sic.), and I don't think this Commission should find 

that's what the Legislature intended. 

That is very inefficient and very inexpensive 

It also leads to the rather absurd result that 

if we do fight a battle in Hernando and we get a 

utility, then we fight a battle in Pasco and we get US a 

utility, and then we do run some lines across and we do 

bill from one building and we do serve from one water 

plant, well then suddenly even under Hernando's 

interpretation we're an existing utility and maybe we're 

back here. I don't think that makes any sense either. 

But rather than repeat what's in the briefs, 

what's in the filings and what you've already read, let 

me ask you to consider one thing: 

carved out, f u l l y  understanding that the statute allows 

acme counties to opt out of the juri.sdicrion of the 

Commission, the Legislature carved out a certain class 

of utilities and said these types of utilities, these 

utilities that transverse county boundaries, it makes 

sense for these utilities to be regulated by the 

Commission. 

The Legislature 

Why would the Legislature -- nobody has 
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addressed this question and I don't think there's any 

way to answer it -- why would the Legislature just have 
meant to those utilities existing in 1991 or '93 or 

whenever the statute came in but not to all the 

subsequent utilities that are likely situated? 

I think the Commission should find that what 

the Legislature meant was here's a class of utilities 

that by the vagaries of their operations and their 

economics and the politics and the fact that utilities 

operate in monopoly service areas and that that 

theoretically works to the benefit of the customers 

through the consolidation of facilities and operations, 

these class of utilities, the regulation should not be 

divided. To say, well, this was a snapshot, this 

applied to existing utilities when the statute went in 

but not those that came af ter  I jus t  don't think is 

consistent with any reasonable interpretation of what 

the Legislature intended. 

The last thing I would say to the Cahmission, 

and this is related to my point of the consistency of 

the interpretation of your decisions, is that 

everyone -- and I know that the Commission does 
understand this and sometimes maybe stating the obvious 

for the record is a good thing to do -- if you've got a 

bunch of utilities out there you've regulated under this 
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statute, that if you accept what Hernando County is 

telling you, you've done it wrong. They're going to 

have to be looked at somehow because you regulated them 

because they transversed county boundaries but they Came 

into existence after the statute was put in. 

So I just think this Commission is entitled 

to, to enforce the statute and interpret the statute in 

the reasonable way that it Bees fit, that it's inportant 

that it be done so consistently, and we do support the 

staff recommendation and the interpretations of both the 

Hernando case and the statute in the staff 

recommendation. 

CAATPMM ARGENZEA#o: Commissioner Klement and 

then Commissioner Skop. 

CCW4ISSIONER XLEWENT: Thank you, Madam 

Chairman, 

Regarding Hernando's assertions about the 

Status of the plans for the cross-county service, is it 

appropriate to ask Mr. Wharton whether -- what is the 
status of those, that plant? He said it's just some 

words on paper and not even a design. 

timeline when you think that you would be doing it? 

Is there a 

NR. IIlmRm: I can -- I would have to look 

more thoroughly in the application, which is a large 

application, tor  a timeline. But I can tell you that I 
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know that I was an,attorney at the Psc and joined my 

firm in 1987. 

already at my firm. 

done. 

extent that it is feasible to do 80 to get a Certificate 

to allow you to operate. 

effort that might be superfluous i f  you don't get that 

certificate. The statute says you're a utility if you 

provide or propose to provide water and wastewater 

service to the public. I. 

Marty was here at the PSC and he Was 

This is pretty much the way it's 

I mean, right now you design that utility to the 

You don't do a lot of extra 

Think that we feel that our application 

satisfies the Commission's rules even if Hernando County 

feels that it's not sufficiently laid out in detail. 

Obviously the future is sometimes affected by events of 

economy and et cetera. 

application we're saying there's a need. We think we'll 

be able to meet that need. We'll have the technical and 

financial ability laid out in the application. 

I can tell you that in our 

m-SSItMER m: But no specific year in 

which you would plan to do that. 

)aR. oIHRRT(MI: 1 cannot answer, Commissioner 

Klement, whether there, whether we have said i n  our 

application that we will begin to provide service in, in 

2014 or what not. I would imagine that it says as soon 

as we get the certificate, that to t h e  extent t h a t  we 
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have demonstrated need, which is in@licit in the fact 

that we got the certificate, that that need will begin 

to be met. 

CAAIRaQI# ARGEN%IANO: Commissioner. 

MR. XIRK: May I respond? 

C€IAIRM?U ARGEkJZIAEFD: Yes, please. 

MR. MRX: Regarding the application, and I'm 

just staying within the four corners of the application 

because the document speaks for itself, Skyland 

projects, I quote, "The need for Phase I utility 

services are anticipated to occur from 2010 to 2015, 

with 80 percent capacity reached in 2015. 

filing, 2015 will be the test year." 

the online docket, it's Exhibit 2 at Paragraph 2. 

For this 

It's Page 23 on 

It then goes on to say, "During the first five 

years Skyland projects providing water supply to 20 

ERCs," blah, blah, blah, "155 over up to year six." 

That's Page 26 on the onlifia docket, Exhibit Dl Table 

02 on the application. 

They go on to say, "Future phases will begin 

upon the completion of Phase I . "  

online docket, Exhibit D at Paragraph 2. And then it 

goes on to say, however, according to the application, 

quote, "Phases I1 through V have not been conceptually 

designed at this time," close quote. Again, that's Page 

That's Page 23 of the 
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23 of the online docket application, Exhibit D at 

Paragraph 2. 

And then in the Skyland Utility, LLC, Cost Of 

service study at Page 1 -- this i s  Page 610 on the 

online docket, "It is anticipated that the future phases 

w i l l  be utilized in the order indicated on the proposed 

service area map in Appendix I and as discussed in more 

detail in Exhibit A." 

CHAIRMf4?l NWENBIMO: MK. Kirk -- 
MR. KIRK: "There hav@ been no conceptual 

plans developed as of this time €or future development 

phases," that's quoting. 

Paragraph 1 says, "Physical interconnect -- 
And then Exhibit C at 

C € I A I W  ARQEitJZuwO: Mr. Kirk, let me, let me 

cut you off just for a moment because I think the 

Commissioners read that. And did that answer your 

question? 

CtXaaSSIONEU KLEMBNT: Yes, it did. 

cIIAxE@m%N R I P C E N Z X A W :  I think it did. And 

we've read that. 

CfmmssIow&~ KLEbmNT: He's made the point 

well. 

CWAIPMM ARGENZIAUO: Yes. 

Commissioner Skop, and then we'll move on. 

m S S I o h l g R  SKOP: Thank you, Madam Chair. 
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And I just want to get to the matter befor@ 

us. Again, getting into these ancillary evidentiary 

issues I think is problematic at this point in the 

process. 

What I wanted to state is that the matter 

before us today is the Hernando County motion to dismiss 

for lack of subject matter jurisdiction. 

settled that the Commission has subject matter 

jurisdiction. Accordingly, the motion to dismiss should 

be properly denied by the Commission pursuant to the 

staff recommendation. 

It's well 

The Hernando County protest, however, raises 

several general -- excuse me. The Hernando County 

protest, however, raises several genuine questions of 

material fact and issues of law which will need to be 

addressed through an evidentiary hearing. 

regard I wish to emphasize that the denial of the motion 

to dismiss for lack of subject matter jurisdiction 

should not be construed to mean that t.he applicant will 

ultimately prevail on the merits with respect to the 

application for original certificate. In fact, using 

the statute and the Commission rules by a developer to 

circumvent a comprehensive use plan of the county I 

think would be an abuse OP the process. So, again, that 

would remain to be determined in the course of an 

And in this 
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evidentiary hearing. But the matter before us today is 

a motion to dismiss for lack of subject matter 

jurisdiction. 

jurisdiction, so denial of the motion is proper. 

We clearly have subject matter 

CtlhlRWU ARGENEIANO: Commissioner Edgar. 

-8SIObllER -: Thank you, Madam Chair. 

I just wanted to ask our staff so I kind of 

understand where we are in the process, have dates been 

set or held -- excuse me -- set or held for a potential 
hearing on this? And if so, do we know,when? Realizing 

that could change, of course. 

bds. XLUKKE: We do have tentative dates 

currently. We wanted to -- 
CCM4ISSIONEU EDGAR: Sure. 

W. XIAN-: -- allow this determination to 
be made prior to the issuance of an Order Establishing 

Procedure which would contain those hearings dates. 

We're looking at the summer. 

CcMmssfoNm EMIAR: Okay. That's what I 

wanted. Just a little, a little time frame. Again, 

realizing that there are steps to c m e  before that 

should we go down that route. 

find then -- excuse me -- are there -- has t h i s  

been assigned to a panel or to the full Commission? 

MS. KmNCKR: I believe that this will qo to 
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the f u l l  Commission. 

CCWISSIONER EDGAR: I just wanted to kind of 

understand where we were in the process. Thank you. 

CBRIRWMt AIIQENsIAWO: commissioner Skop. 

COWdZSSIONiZR SmP: Thank you. And to staff, 

noting that I guess the tentative dates for hearing are 

in summer, is there a way that this might be able to ber 

move forward a little bit into the docket for late 

spring? 

m. m: We w i l l  try to the best of our 

ability to accommodate that request. 

WDQIISSIONER SKOP: I think -- I don't know 

whether the counties and the City of Brooksville may 

want to do that, but certainly I think they would like 

to get resolution of  this issue dispositively sooner 

rather than later. Thank you. 

ARGJ~N!&I?+NO: Okay. Commissioners? 

Staff, anything to add? 

Okay. Do I have a mction? 

CCWMISBIONER SKOP: Yes, Madam Chair. 

I'd move to approve s t a f f  recommendation on 

Issues 2 and 3. 

ComwLSSIOwER STEWt?S: Second. 

CSAIXMhU ilRGEUZTAN0: A l l  those in favor, say 

aye. 
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(Simultaneous vote.) 

Opposed, same sign. Show it approved. Thank 

you very much. 

m. WJIARTON: Thank you, commissioners. 

(Agenda item concluded.) 

* * * e *  
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STATE OF FLORIDA 1 

COUNTY OF LEON ) 
CERTIFICATE OF REPORTER 

I, LINDA BOLES, RPR, CRR, Official Commission 
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stenographically reported the said proceedings; that the 
same has been transcribed under my direct supervision; 
and that this transcript constitutes a true 
transcription of my notea of said proceedings. 
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BEFORE THE FLORIDA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

In re: Application for original certificatae for DOCKET NO. 090478-WS 
proposed wata and wastewater system, in 0RDERNO.PSC-10-0123-FQF-WS 
Hemando and P a m  Counties. and request tlx ISSUED March 1,2010 
initial rates and charges. by Skyland Utilities, 
LW. I 

The following Commissionas participated in the disposition of this matter: 

NANCY ARGENZIANO, Chairman 
LISA WLAK EDGAR 

NATHAN A. SKOP 
DAVID E. KLBMENT 

BEN A. "STEVE" STEWENS IU 

G 
AND0 COUNTY 'S MOTION TODLTMI ss 

BY THE COMMISSION: 

BACKOROUND 

On ootober 16,2009, Skyland Utilities, LLC (Skyland or Utility) &led an applicatbn for 
original certificates to operate a water and wastewater utility in Hemendo and Pasca Counties 
and for appmvd of inirial rates and charges. According to the application, the Utility proposes to 
provide potable and nowpotable water and wastewater services to customers in southeastem 
Hemando and northeastem Paeco Counties. The Utility asserted that the proposed 
intmmmea 'ons will transverse county lines. 

On November 13, 2009. Hmando County IHemando) timely filed a protest to the 
Utility's application and requested a fhnd hearing. In its protest, Hcl~ando argued thst: tht 
pmpooed citing of the Utility will violate H d s  Comprehensive. Plan; that the proyosed 
Utility territory is wholly Hiithin the senrice disoict of H m d o  County Water and Sewer 
Dutrict (HCWSD), which is governed by the locally e l d  Board of County Conunissioaers; 
that the UUlity has not demonstded that its current and fulure warn and wastewater neads could 
not be satisfied by the HCWSD; that the propased service is not in the public ht-, and that 
Skyhd is not a utility which proposts to provide service to the public for compensation as 
required by Section 367.021(13), Florida Statutes (F.S.). 

Cmtmporaneously with its objection, on November 13. 2009, Hernand0 also filed a 
Motion to Dismiss Application of Skyland Utilities, LLC, for Lack of IUridiCtbn with 
Incotporated Memorandum of Law (Motion to Dismiss or Motion). In its Motion, Hemando 
asserted that this Coinmission does not have jurisdiction 10 coxider Skyld 's  application 
pursuant to S d o n  367.171(7), F.S., since facilities forming Skyland's proposed system do no! 

.YYY \! 4'y:yti rr;: 
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ORDBR NO. PSC-lO-0123-FOF-WS 
DOCKET NO. OW78-WS 
PAGE 2 

exist and do no1 cumntly pmvide service across the border of Paeeb and Hemando Counties. 
Hemdo Sololowldged that this Commission has acjdressed this issue in Orda NO. PSC-OO- 
1265-PCGWS,' but nq~ested that we overiule this order or limit its scope. 

On Nwmk 23,2009, Skyland tiled its rcaponse to Hempando's Motion to Dismiss, 
asserting !ha1 Skyland is a utility as defined by Swtion 367.021(12). F.S., which has propod 
the construction of a system which will provide water or wastewaler s h o e  to the public for 
compensation. Skyland asserts that the proposed service will bansvsrse the border of Pam and 
Heanando Counties Furthsp, Skylcylaod argued that Section 367.171('7), F.S., clsarly m* that 
the Commission has d u s i v e  jurisdiction over all utility systems (of which SkylMd is One) 
whose aervice transverses county boundaries. Skyland notes that to mad chapter 367 thc WY 
the Hemaodo  urge^ would q u i r e  us to ignorr: the definition of ''utililf' set forth in Section 
367.021(12). F.S. 

Our staff filed its m e n d a t i o n  on Hemando's Motion on January 28. 2010. On 
Febnury2,2010, Hemando filed a Reply to PSC Staff's Memomdurn (Rbsponse). 

For the reasom described below, wc hereby deny Hemando's Motion to Dismiss. We 
havejurisdictionpurswnt to Section 367.171(7). F.S. 

As discwed above, Hemando tiled its Response on February 2,2010. At the Agenda 
Confasnce on Tuesday, February 9. 2010, the Utility raised an ore tenus motion to strike 
Hcmando's Rcsponw on the grounds that there is nothing in either the uniform rules or the 
pra~tica of the Cwunission that allows a reply to a staff rcoommcndaton. 

Pursuant to our authority provided in Rule 28-106.2M. Florida Administntive code 
(F.A.C.). and in the interests of clarifyiner the recad, we panted the Utility's Motion to strike 
Hemaado County's Reply to PSC S t a r s  Memorandum. 

Rule 25-22.0021(1), F.A.C., provides: that participation at the Commission's Agenda 
confenne may be infonnal or by oral argument. Subgection (3) of &e rule provides that 
informal participation in not p a m i d  on dispositive motions (such as motions to dismiss), Md 
that participation on such items is governed by Rule 25-22.0022. F.A.C. 

Rule 25-22.0022(1). F.A.C., provides in its pertinart part: 
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e ~ ~ p t i o n ~  to a mcommended order are filed. -&-Q U 
Q & r g ! m @ n ! ,  ’ t h  Failum to limcly file a r W p m e  to 
thc quest  for oral argymcnt wdvw the opportunity to object to oral argument.. .. 

(emphasis added). 

Rule 25-22.0022(7)@), F.A.C., also provides: 

Tha Commiseion can request oral argument on my imc to be decided by a 
dispositive motion or recommended order. The listing of the dirpodtive motion 
or recommended order on the notice of the agemda confmcc shall serve as 
notice to tho partias to be prepared for oral argumtnt on all jawas msomated with 
the dispositive motion or CcQOmmcaded order on the agenda, even if a nquest for 
oral argument has not been made by a party, or if a request made by a party 
patains to a limited number of iasucs.. .. 
Htmando filed its Request fw Oral Argument by separate Written quest filed January 

19,2010. In its request, Hemando suggested that there am factual and kgd iseuss 6p&fiC and 
Unique with respect to this matt= and that we would benefit fmmoral argumt. 

While Skyland did not file a written request fix oral argument, counsel for Skyland 
umvcycd to our staff counsel in a telephonic conversation on 19, 2010, that it, too, 
would like to be able to orally addrcss this Commission. 

As discusoed previously, Hemando’s Motion to Diemiss was filed on November 13, 
2009; W W o ’ s  Request for Oral Argument was filed over hvo month later. Thus, the 
Request for Orel Argument fied by Hemando was not timely filed in this proceeding. However, 
at our Agenda Confmncc, p m m t  to our discretion under 25-22.0022(7)@), P.AC., we 
granted Hemando’s quost for oral argument. We also allowed oral argument by Skylaad on 
Hemando’s Motion to Dismiss. 

MOTION TO DISMISS 

A motion to dismiss raises as a question of law the sufficiency of the faots alleged in a 
petition to state a cause of action. v‘llq, 754 So. 2d 198,202 (Ma. 1st 
DCA 2000). The standard to be applied in disposing of a d o n  to dismiss is whether, with all 
the allegations in the petition ass& to be hue, the petition states a OILUSC of action upon which 
relief can be granted, 19. When making this d e t e m h t h ,  only the petition OM be reviewed, 
and dl reasonable inferences drawn fbm the petition must be d e  in favor of tbe petitioner. 
Varnes Y. Daw & 624 So. 2d 349,350 @la. 1st W A  1993). 
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H e m o n d o ( l o u n t v ‘ m  , .  s Motio 

As statad p d o ~ l y ,  Hemando timely filed a Motion to Dismiss Skyland’s applidon 
on the muds that the Commission lacked subjeot matts jurisdiction over Skyland’s 
aPPlication. In its Motion, H m d o  argued that it is a non-judsaictional county pursuant to the 
Htnwdo  County Board of County Cosmnissioners’ -ion of Rtsolution No. 94-77 
minding Florida Public Seavice Commission jurisdiction in Hm&o County on April 5,1994. 
We racognized Hemando’s reciaion of our juriadtotion in M e r  NO. PSC-94-0719-FOF-WS? 

Han~ando acloaowkdged that Section 367.171(7), F.S., aflfords UB with exolusive 
jurisdiction over utility systems wlwse aervice transv- wunty boundaries. Heanendo 
ssserted, however, that Section 367.1710, F.S., does not afoml us with aubject mattor 
juhliotion over Skyland’s application because Skyland’s utility system does not currently exist 
and does not nrneatly provide m i c e  8o(w19 the border of Pasca and Hemando Counties. In 

untv v. Florida Publi C 

&rvice Cmuaiasion, 685 So. 2d 48 (Fla. 1st DCA 1996), we- 
utilities %thin its geographic boundaries. Citing to -ty , Heroando alleged that 
jurisdiction under Section 367.171(7), F.S., dqm& upon the rctual existence of Operationdly 
integmted weter d o r  wastewater facilities that trawase county boundaries. Since no s ~ c h  
faoilltias are pregent in the instant case, Hmmdo asserted that we lack the necssaryjurkdiction 
to sliyland’s application. 

support of this assertion, Hcmando argued that pursuant to Hemando 

d’s 

In its response to Hcnnando’s Motion to Dismiss filed on November ’23, ZOOS, S b h d  
asserted that it is a utility as d e W  by Section 367.021(12), FS., which has p p d  the 
conatm4ion of a system which will p v i d e  water or wasdewater service to the public for 
compensation. Further, Skyland argwd that Section 367.171(7), F.S., olwly provides that we 
haw exclusive jurisdiction ova all utility systems (of which Skytpnd is me) whose service 
transveraa, county boundaries. 

Skylend further assetted that Hemat?do’s re!ianCa upon Hemaad o County was misplaced. 

holding in that ~888. Skylend dleged that ths cmrt in I&w&sQ focused its analysis with 
respect to the dekmtinstion of jurisdiction under Seotion 367.17107). F.S., upon the inter- 
relationship of particular identified f’acilitiea rather than the general cotporate struoture of the 
utility. Skyland Mer argued that in this caw the pmposed facilities and land forming a aptam 
will exist in close geographical proximity across a county boundary. Moreovs Srcyland 
asserted that it is the proposed physical delivery of water andlor wastewater mss county 
boundaries that invokm this Commisaion’s jurisdiction under Section 367.171(7), F.S., and 

Skyland argued that Hemando’s narrow intapratation of Hemando County misconsirues the 

nothing in the couc(’s ho ldq  in&mand 0 county change6 that fact. 
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and Decision 

h U r t  to Section 367.171(3), P.S., and O r d c ~  NO. PSG94-0719-FOF-WS, Hemando is 
excluded fiom our jurisdiction. However, Skyland is proposing to serve areas which would epao 
both Hemando and Pasco Counties. Thus, the plop& senrim territory would transverse 
county boundadea The relevant sfatute to detennine whsthcr we have jurisdiition over the 
Utility's application is Section 367.171(7), F.S. That section provideo: 

Nohvithstanding anything in this &on to the contrary. the [C]ommiasion shall 
have exclusive jurisdiction over all utility systems whose service tramverses 

1 1  county boundaries, y ~~ 

w-, except for utility systaus that are subject to, and remain subject 
to, interlocal utility agreemen@ in effect as of January 1.1991, that creafe a singla 
governmental authority to replats the utility system whose wMce tnMsvsrre~ 
county boundaries, provided that no such interlocal agrement shall divest 
wounission jurisdiction over such systems. any portion of which provides service 
within a county that is subject to [CJommission jurisdiction under this section. 

. . . .  

(emphasis added). 

In Section 367.021(12), F.S., the Legislature defmes "ntility" as 'b~ay pason, Ipssee, 
trusten, or receiver [acepi thopa exempted under Section 367.022, P.S.] owning, qmtmg, 
managing, or controlliag a syatcm, or p ~ ~ s i n n  cortst~u ctiaa o f a  swtem, who is providing, or 
-&, water or wastewater service to the public for aompcnsation." (emphasis 
added). Further, Section 367.021(11), F.S., defines a "system" 88 "facilities and land used or 
usaful in providing service." Based on the plain meaning of the statute wing the definitions 
provided by ths L&slature, we find that we have subject matter jurisdiction to consider 
Skyland's application undef section 367.171(7), F.S. The Utility is proPosing to construct II 
utility system whose sstvice would tranavsrse county boundaries, thereby causing the applicatiOa 
to Mall within ow jurisdiction. Contrary to the interpretation provided by Hornando, S d o n  
367.171(7), F.S., provides this Commission with exclusive jurisdiction and authodty to 
detennine whether to grant the Utility's application. 

V l i C  
-, 685 So. 2d 48 (ma. 1st DCA 19%). h H&s@&&Wy the court 
addressed the issue of whether we had jurisdiction pursuant to Section 367.171(7), P.S., over a 
utility w k  facilities wwy) located in a numM of non-contipuous counties throughout Florida. 
The court stated that the relevant inquiry when d e t e d h g  tho existence of jmisdiction under 
section 367.171(7), P.S., is whether there is an "actud inter-mlatiionahip of two or more facilities 
providing utility servloes in a particular geogcaphio area comparable to the 'service area' d e f d  
in Section 367.021(10), over which the PSC ordinarily has jurisdiction." & ut 52. The caul 
Wher stated that the conect focus is on the relationship between paaicular identified Grcilies 
rather than the general cmporate structure of the utility and rhat this "is supported by the use of 
the word 'trsnsvnsea' in the statute, which indicates a legislative intent that the facilities and 
la~d bming a system must exist in clarie geogrsphical proximity BCTOSS a county boundary." Id. 
The court characterized the inter-relatedness of operationally integrated facilities as "functional 

In support of its Motion, Harwdo rdics upon &I 
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datedness.” The court hrther spcoified that, “jurisdiction under Section 367.171(7) cannot be 
found upon evidence that the ~0-y utilizes an umbreh Mganieational structure, or the 
central hub of management offieas described by [the utility] in this case.” I& In essence, the 
court held that jurisdiction under Section 367.171(7), F.S., cemt  be exclusively founaed upon 
evidence that the company utilizes an umbrella organizational shucture or a central hub of 
managemsnt ofiIces. 

In the instant case, Skyland has proposed faoilities and land forming a system which will 
exist in close geographical pruximity across a county boundary. Thus, the proposed service will 
reeult in its frcilities physically crossing the €Ism& couaty and Pasta County border, thereby 
phhg it within our jwhdiction pursuant to Section 367.171(7), F.S. Moreover, because the 
proposed system would d h l t e  om systam, we do not believe that the question of h t h d  

Commission’s jurisdiction o w  Skyland’s application. 

We squarely addressed this is- in Order No. IJSC-OO-126S-PCO-WS. In that ~888, we 
Eoosidaral the applications of two utilities that sought original certificates to provide water end 
waatcwata services to a development in Nmtee, Florida. Although M fhilities existed at the 
time of the submission of the applications. the proposed service area would span two adjscent 
counties. Both applications were prutmted and wvml Motions to Dismiss for lack of subjwt 
matter jurisdiction w a e  filed. In Order No, PSC-OO-1265-PCO-WS, we datamined that 
pursuant to the clear and unambiguous language of Section 367.171(7), F.S, ushg the 
defnitions provided by the Legislature, it had exclusive jurisdiction over the PropOSed utlity 
system whose service would transverse county boundaries. Quoting Order No. 22459, we 
discussedthe legislative iutent behind Section 367.171(7), F.S. In that d e r ,  we statad: 

relet#lnccs is M insue in this mo#or. Thw, we do not believe that Heman do County restricts the 

We do nol believe that the Legislatun intended ... to perpetuate a situation where 
a utility would be subject to several regulators. On the contrary. we believe that 
the Lsgialature intended to diminate mgulatory problems that exist when utility 
sysaans provide service amss political boundaries and me subject to regulption 
by two or more regulato~~ agencies .... This duplicative economic regulation is 
inefticimt and rcaults in potential inconsis@lcy in the treatment of similatly 
situated oustomem .... These inefficiencies could result m u r m e c m  ptld 
wasteful efforts which wwld triu~~late into higher rata case expanse and highs 
rates to customers. Inconsistemy can occur when ~failatoors apply diffbrent 
r a t d i g  principles to the same systsm or make inconsistent determinations on 
the same issue. 

The Legislature chose to promote eftlcient, economic regulation of multi-county 
systems by giving the Commission exclusive jurisdiction over all utilities whose 
W c o  cmsw county boundaries .... By concentratkg exclusive jurisdiction o w  
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thw systems in Ute Commission, the Legislature has @ed the problem of 
redundsnt, wastcll. and potdally inooneistent regulation 

sii1ady, in the instant case, we believe that the inteqmtation of W i o n  367.171(7), 
F.S., urged by Hernando would lead to an untenable and inefficient result. An interpretation of a 
statute that would produoc absurd results should be avoided if the language is susceptible to 
dtunativeinterpmtdon. Amsn te v. N 653 So. 2d 1030,1032 @a. 1995). In this crsq 
if we do not hnvejurisdiotion over the U F  application plraumt to Section 367.171(7), F.S., 
then the Utility will be required to apply to two regulatory autfiorities, Hm& County and this 
Commission (in the caue of Pesco county), for separate certiftcates to provide d c e .  Thaz 
when the Utility begins pmviding service, we would regulate the whole system. We do not 
believt that it would be logical, nor legally ~ccucat~ ,  to asaut that we do not have jurisdiction to 
considex the application for certification, but 1M we would have jurisdiction to subsequdy 
regulate the system, once consummated, because it tcamvem county boundaries. T U ,  w(i 
believe that the l@slative intent behind Seotion 367.171(7), F.S., the logcd constnrctl ‘on of this 
statute, aa well 98 court and commission precedent support the conclusion that we have 
jurisdiion to consider Skyland’s application. 

Aawming that all of tho allegations in ttte appliitions aretrue and viewing all reasanable 
infsrsncss in favor of Hemando, we find that the application falls Within ow subject matter 
jurisdiction. Thus, H m  County’s Motion to Dismiss shall be denied. 

Based on the foregoing, it is 

ORDERED by the Florida Public Service Commission that Skyland Utilities, Uc’s ore 
tenus Motion to Strike Hemando county’s Reply to PSC Staft‘s Memorandum is granted. It is 
mher 

ORDBRBD that the request by Hemando County for oral argument on its Motion to 
Dismiss Application of Skyland Utilities, LE, far Lack of Jurisdiction with Inmrpomkd 
Memorandum of Law is granted. It is tiuther 

ORDERED that Hemando County’s Motion to Dismiss Application of Skylaod Utilities, 
LW, Por Lack of Juiisdjclioa with Incorporated M e m o d m  of Law is henby dsnied. It 
fiuther 

ORDJ3RED that this dockat shall remain open. 
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By ORDER of the Florida Public Service Commission thisM day of W h .  m0. 

/ 
ANN COLE 

( S E A L )  

CMK 

NOTICE 1 IA 

The Florida Public Service Commission is required by Section 120.569(1), Florida 
Statutes, to noti@ parties of any administrative hearing or judidd review of Cormnission ordars 
that is available under Sections 120.57 or 120.68, Florida Statutes, as well as the pIoosdurss and 
time limit8 that apply. This notice should not be Collgtrmd to mean all requests for an 
administrative hearing or judicial review will be granted or result in the relief SOU& 

Any party sdvemly affected by the Commission's fml action in this mattor may rcqusat: 
1) - ' ion of the decision by filing a motion for reconsideration with the Oftice of 
Comm~on C!ak, 2583 Shumard Oak Boulevard, Tallahassee, Florida 323994850, within 
fifteen (15) days of the issuance of this order in the form p d b e d  by Rule 25-22.060. Florida 
Administrative Code; or 2) judicial review by the Fla~hh Siipme Court in the w e  of en 
ebhic, gas or telephone utility or the Fist District Court of Appeal in the case of a Wff and/or 
wastawate# utility by filing a notice of appeal with the Office of Commission Clerk, and filing a 
copy of the notice of appeal and the filing fie with the appmpriate COWL This filing must be 
completed Within thirty (30) days after the issuance of this o h ,  pursuant to Rule 9.110, Florida 
Rules of Appellate Rocedm. The notice of appeal must be in the form specified in Rule 
9.900(8), Florida R u b  of Appellate Pwcedure. 
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BEFORE THE FLORIDA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

In re: Application for original certificates for DOCKET NO, OYl)47&WS 
proposed water and wastewater system, in QRnER NO. PSC-10-0123A-PCO-WS 
Hemando and Pasco Counties, and request For ISSUED: March 12,201 0 
initial rates and charges, by Skyland Utilities, 
LLC. 

-ORDER 

BY THE COMMISSION: 

On March 1, 2010, we issued Order No. PSC-lO-O123-FOF-WS, Order on Jurisdiction 
and Denying Hemando County's Motion to Dismiss. In the Notice of Further Proceedings or 
Judicial Review, Order No. PSC-10-0123-FOF-WS provided that all actions contained within the 
order were final agency action. However, Order No. PSC-10-0123-FOF-WS should have 
specified that the actions contained within the order were preliminary and procedural. The 
correct Notice of Further Proceedings or Judicial Review is contained herein as Attachment A. 

Order No. PSC-10-0123-FOF-WS is reaffirmed in all other respects. 

Based on the foregoing, it is 

ORDERED by the Florida Public Service Commission that Order No. PSC-10-0123- 
FOF-WS is hereby amended as set forth in the body of this Order. It is further 

ORDERED !hat Order No. PSC-10-0123-FOF-WS is reaffirmed in all other respects. 

By ORDER of the Florida Public Service Commission this 12th day of March. W. 

ANN COLE 
Commission Clerk 

By: 
Dorothv E. Mihaseo ' - 

Chief Deputy Conunission Clerk 

( S E A L )  

CMK 
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AlTACHMENTA 

The Florida Public Service Commission is required by Section 120.569(1), Florida 
Statntes, to notify parties of any administrative hearing or judicial review of Commission orders 
that is available under Sections 120.57 or 120.68. Florida Statutes, as well as the procedures and 
time limits that apply. This notice. should not be construed to mean all q u e s t s  for an 
administrative hearing or judicial review will be granted or result in the relief sought. 

Mediation may be available on a case-by-case basis. If mediation is conducted, it does 
not affect a substantially interested person's right to a hearing. 

Any party adversely affected by this order, which is preliminary, pmdura)  or 
intermediate in nature., may request: (1) reconsideration within 10 days pursuant to Rule 25- 
22.0376, Florida Administrative Code; or (2) judicial review by the Florida Supreme Court, in 
the case of m electric, gas or telephone utility, or the First District Court of Appeal, in the Case 
of a water or wastewater utility. A motion for reconsideration shall be filed with the Office Of 
Commission Clerk, in the form prescribed by Rule 25-22.0376, Florida Administrative Code. 
Judicial review of a preliminary, procedural or intermediate ruling or order is available if review 
of the final action will not provide an adequate remedy. Such review may be requested fiom the 
appropriate court, as described above, pursuant to Rule 9.100, Florida Rules of Appellate 
Procedure. 
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